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Campus Lights
Week Proclaimed
By Mayor Ellis
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
'There is no passion of the hu-
k..4in heart that promises so
lusch and pays so little as that
of revenge". H. B. Shaw.
A peed reader sends in some
limericks. Composes them him-
self and he says it is no easy
task to compose these gems.
Anyway here are a few samples
ad his handiwork.
% homey old lady named Drury
Was celled up to sit on the jury.
She hadn't the nerve to come
forward and serve
And skedaddled away to Mis-
souri
•
We'll always •usaserhar.-_-blie
main
That erupted right huin the
Ai the sewerage arose and at
fected our nose
We thought we were going in.
/ sane.
An excitable kind of palooka,
A non-rwirnming yokel named
&Atoka,
Was scared by a snake and fell
in the lake
&And swam all the way to Pa-
' duce&
N. kinsostit in several more silld
Sis yee can see, • it is no easy
OR ha Neste up these things:
Top Enlisted Man Goes On
Stand In Pueblo Hearing
By ROBERT CRASS 
OORONADO, Calif. (UPI)
A sailor who officers of the
USS Pueblo called "the most
outstanding enlisted man" dur-
ing their 11 month captivity in
North Korea was called to tes-
tify at a Navy court Of inquiry
today.
He is Quartermaster 1.0
Baptists To Oppose
Ambassador To
The Vatican
NASHVILLE Tenn. (UM —
The Southern Baptist Conven-
tion Executive Committee un-
animously adopted a statement
Wednesday voicing deep con-
cern over rime 3 that an offi-
cial government representetive
or wribeasedor may br -appoint-
ed to the Vatic-an.
The committee, emphasizing
there was no seti-Catholic feel-
ing or bias in its stand, said
such a move would be "an un-
fortunate step beckwards."
"The overwhelming majority
of the 11 million church mew.
bars affiliated with, the South-
ern Baptist Convention would
not favor such an official re-
presentatlion to any religious
body," the statement said.
The statement, drafted b Y
the 58-member cosmnittee, will
be presented to the White
House by the Baptist Joint Com-
mittee on Public Affairs which
has offices in Washington.
The statement said there is a
Lhumrleles are as old as the hat "growing ellatual spirit of re-
agg, ,,y come fuers.c.,,e41---ab5asoTiatheill essong—tbe
Wu only trouble with various religious bodies" in the
so nem' of the English limer- country today.
/r is that they are risque or "We feel that his new spirituts plain downright dirty, of openness and trust would
suffer if churches, Catholic,
Protestant, or otherwise, tried
to reassert or claim old politi-
cal prerogatives on the Euro-
pean model," the statement
said.
"The appointment of a spec-
ial representative to the Vati-
can would, in our opinion, seri-
ously erode civic and religious
goodwill in this -country.
"Perhaps more importantly,
it would be, we believe, an un-
fortunate step backwards i n
American poltical theory and
practice, and in the separate
end proper functioning of
church and state."
In other action, the commit-
tee voted to recommend a re-
cord $27.158,119 budget for
1970, an increase of 087,100
over the 1969 budget.
The committee adopted a re-
port on a three-year study on
changing the name of the de-
nomination. The report stated
there is "no gathering of pre-
ference around any change of
the name of the Southern Bap-
tist Convention."
Two Men Are
Sentenced
Two men were sentenced to
'terms in the Kentucky Peni-
tentiary this morning in Cal-
loway Circuit Court by Circuit
Judge James M. Lassiter.
James Manning pleaded guil-
ty to a charge of "knowingly
received stolen property" and
was sentenced to one year in
the state penitentiary, accord-
ing to the office of Circuit
Court Clerk James Blalock.
Fred, Henry, charged with
Jelltufletoos and wilful shooting
pith intent to kill" was given a
/sentence of five years in the
'tate penitentiary, Blalock tiled.
; The court will not meet agai
Ibis week and the jury is
report back to the court on
Tuesday, February 25.
Petit Jury Will
report On Tuesday
James Blalock, Circuit Court
Clerk, said the pedit jury tor
the current term of court will
report to the court on Tues-
day, February 25, at nine a. m.
Instead of the Mondry date as
announced to them on Wed-
nesday.
The ease of Wesson vs. Her-
will be tried on Tuesday,
according to Blalock. This case
involves an eutomobile acci-
dent.
Special Study Is
Planned At Hazel
Mrs. Lloyd Cornell will con-
duct the special study on Ha-
hail, the 30th state, at the Ha-
ul Baptist Church on Friday
at 6:30 pm.
The speaker who is from Ha-
waii will give special informat-
ion about the state which is
called "Aloha State" Secular
and religious history, the peo-
ple, and the effect of state-
hood, will be discuued.
POVERTY MEETING
The regular meeting of the
PAEOC Board of Directors will
be held in Mayfield at the court
house at 1:30 pin. this evening.
All who are interested in the
future of the four-county pover-
ty program are asked to be
present it the muting.
St
Memorial Church To
Hold Men's Day
Service Sunday
Men's Day will be observed
at the Memorial Baptist Church
on Sqpday, February 23, ac-
cordink to an announcement oy
the pastor, Rev„,Nortuan Cul-
pepper.
William Vinson, a layman
from Jackson, Tenn., will speak
at the morning services at 10:50
During the evening services
at 6:30 three brief menages
will be brought by men of the
church.
Howard McNeely will speak
on "My Personal Experience";
Kent Moore on "Practical Chris-
tithitY": and Noel Hendrix on
"Stewardship of Witnessing".
In the morning service the
scripture reading and prayer
will be by Robert Daniel. The
choir will be composed of men
and special music will be by
the men.
The men will start the spec-
ial day with breakfast at the
Triangle Restaurant at 7:30
am. before going to the church
for Sunday School it 9:40 a.m.
Preceding the evening ser-
vice Training Union will be
held at 5:30 p.m.
Rev. Culpepper and the
church urge all members and
the general public to attend
this special day at Memorial
Baptist Church, 10th and Main
Streets.
Charles B. Law Jr., 27, Cheha-
lis, Wash. The Koreans made
Lew "leading petty office?' of
the 74 enlisted men, who were
usually isolated from the Pue-
blo's officers.
Six of the officers said that
Law unflinchingly took beat-
ings from his jailers when the
other men broke the strict pri-
son rules.
Law was held responsible by
the Koreans for the behavior of
all Pueblo enlisted personnel.
He was the only man permitted
direct access to the Pueblo's
skipper, Cmdr. Lloyd M. Buch-
er, and often relayed Bucher's
wishes to the crew.
Was Fired
The Koreans finally decided
Law was subverting them and
fired him as pettf- officer.
Law was the first enlisted
map to testify in the third and
last phase of a formal inquiry
by a board of five admirals in-
to the capture of the Navy spy
vessel off Korea Jan. 23, 1968.
The court now is reviewing
the conduct of Pueblo officers
and men in captivity. Earlier
parts of the hearing deal with
the vessel's electronic spying
mission and its seizure by the
Communists.
About 30 Pueblo enlisted men
will be questioned by the court.
Testimony of the officers end-
ed Wednesday.
Test* In Secret
A Navy spokesman said "five
,or-six" el the Pueblo's enlisted
men will be allowed to testify
in secret — at their own re-
qrst. He said Una, ruin feel it
would be 'llegradiag" to tell
their stories In public.
He said the treatment of en-
listed men differed little from
that given Pueblo officers, who
have testified publicly that they
signed false "confessions" after
they were tortured and their
men were threatened with
death.
The emotional impact on
some Pueblo personnel was re-
vealed Wednesday when Lt.
j4. Timothy Harris, 23, Jack-
sonville, Fla., broke down weep-
ing at the witness table.
The young supply office?.
words choked in his throat
when he was asked his feelings
after the beating that led to his
"confession". E. Miles Harvey,
Bucher's attorney, led Harris
outside to regain his compos-
ure.
"I wanted to take my life,"
Harris told the court after his
return. "1 couldn't do it."
Applicants Are On
File, Policemen
Chief of Police James Brown
said this morning that he had
three applicants on file for the
position of patrolman with the
Murray Police Department.
Any other persons interested
in filing their applications' for
piisitions on the Police Force
are asked to contact Chief
Brown.
The requirements for posit-
ions on the Police Force have
been changed as to education,
etc., and the department is al-
ways glad to take the applica-
tions of interested persons to
fill this important fob for the
city of Murray, Brown said.
Investigation By
Police Continues
The Murray Police Depart-
ment Is continuing with the in-
vestigation of a breakin at the
office of T. Wade Crawford, it-
torney, located over Shroat's
Meat Market, North 5th Street.
A safe belonging to Mr. Craw-
ford was taken from his office
sometime Sunday night, The in-
vestigation is continuing.
Fire Department
Is Called Today
The Murray Fire Department
was called to the Hook's Wheel
Alignment on North 4th Street
this morning at 7:23 o'clock.
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
said a car. was on fire at the
business. He said the cause of
the fire was a broken gasoline
line, and that all of the wiring
on the car was burned.
Several Cases Are
Heard In Court Of
Judge McCuiston
Several cases have been
heard in the Calloway Coninti
Court of Judge Hall McCuiston
during the past week. Records
show the following occurred:
John M. Harris, Murray State
University, cold checking, giv-
en five days in jail at hard lob-
or, restitution made; Sheriff.
Roger C. Emery, Hickory
Route Two, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po-
lire.
John L, Harmon, Benton
Route Seven, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po-
lice.
Brenda Ladd, 208 South '180t
Stret, racing, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $10.00 costa,
$18.00; State Police.
Laura L Rogers, 101 North
17th Street, speeding, fined
$10.00 coots $18.06; State Po-
lice.
John D. Adams, Pa
Tenn., speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Roger D. Wilson, Murray
Route One, rating, amended
to reckless driving, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Patty H. Elkins, Murray
Route Six, reekless driving, fin-
ed $10.00 ,costs. $18.00; State
Police. .
David M. Waltman, Paducah,
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
Thomas G. Hall, Alexandria.
Va., speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Guy Drake, Greenville Route
Three, cold checking, appeared
September 1968, advised if
rights and amount of bond,
stayed in jail until February
6, 1985, indicted by Grand Jury
for cold checking.
Charles Lane, Almo Route
One, cold checking, fined $10.00
costs $25.00, restitution $15.00.
Ralph Latimer, Hazel Route
One, speeding, asked for jury
trial, fined $18.50 costs $22-00;
State Police.
Rites Held Today
For Mason Evans
Funeral services for Mason
Evans were held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Norman Culpepper and
Rev. Lloyd Wilson officiating.
Active pallbearers were Por-
ter White, Harty Culpepper,
Fred Graves, Charles Pryor, Joe
Hal Thornton, and Jerry Scar-
brough. Honorary pallbearers
were Denny Smith, Leo Alex.
ander, Bob Evans, Less Jones.
Bud l Mohundro.
Burial was in the Murray
Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Evans, age 64, died Tuesday
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary A. Evans and
one daughter, Miss' Marilyn
Evans, 1106 Vine Street, one
son, Mason Evans, Jr., of Dal-
las, Texas, one sister, Mrs. Fred
Laster of Hickman, two broth-
ers, Milburn and Tom Evans
and two grandchildren.
iiiit
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TIN MYSTEMOut girt in the
polka dot dress mysterious
for a while, at least at the
Sen. Robert Kennedy maw,
sination talks to reporters in
Los Angeles after testifying
sit trial of Sirhan B. Slrhiin
She is Valerie Schulte, whr,
said she Was three yards
:iwny from Kennedy when
he was felled.
,-.
a
County Man
Passes Away
Carl C. Miller of Murray Route
One was claimed by death
Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the
MurrayCallowey County Hos-
pital.
The deceased was 67 years
at age and was the son of Oury
Miller and Mattie Lawren
Miller. He was a retired farm-
er and a member of the An-
tioch Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ruth Miller of Murray
Route One; two daughters, Mrs.
Hugh Foster of Hazel Route
One and Mrs. Marlin Morris of
Lynn Grove Route One; one
son, Billy Miller of Farming-
ton; one sister, Mrs. Ivy Rog-
ers of Murray; three brothers,
Grady of Paducah, L. 4. of
Burksville, and Kenton orMur.
ray; six grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the cha-
pel of the J. II. Churchill Fun-
eral Home with Bro. Henry
Hargis and Bro. Alfred Colley,
Jr., officiating.
Burial will be in the Antioch
Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the J .H. Churchill
Funeral Homewhere friends
nosy 
ll.
Hospital Report,
Census — Adults 119
Census — Nursery . 5
Admissions, February 18, 1%9
Mrs. Mary Relenting, Route
3, Murray; Hafford Cooper, Rt.
I, Hazel; Mrs. Barbara Riii*rts;
Box 463. Murray; Mrs. Mar-
rite Ceste, Route 1. Mayfield:,
rs. Evelyn Steele, Route 2,
Dever, Tenn.; Mrs. Carol Sew.
'en, ttou te 3, Puryear, Tenn:
Oldron McDonald, Tiline; Mrs.
Carol Marine and baby girl,
Route 1, Murray; Mrs. Corine
Sadler. Route 1, Lynnville; Li-
man Bailey, New Concord; Mas-
ter Robert Chenoweth, Gen.
Del: Hazel; Master Dennis Jon-
es, Route 1, Murray; Mrs. Nell
Outland, 1101 Sharp Street,
Murray; Paul Spann, Route 1,
Lynn Grove; Bill Holt, 220
Woodlawn, Murray; Glenn
Smith. Route 6, Murray; M. V.
Boggess, Route 1, Murray; Hugh
Farley, 509 South 4th Street,
Murray; Lexie Ward (To Cony.
Div.), North 12th Street, Mur-
ray.
Dismissals
Lawrence Collins, Route 1,
Benton; Mrs. Mary Hendricks,
Route 2, Hazel; Master John
Coomer, Route,l, Benton; Miss
Karen Snow, Route 5, Murray;
Ellie Paschall, Route 1, Hazel;
Miss Lisa Chaney, Route 6,
Murray; Master John Crouch,
Route 1, Murray: Earl Lyons,
212 Erwin Street, Murray; Mrs.
Carol McCarty and baby girl,
218 North 13th Street, Murray;
Mrs. Lillian Oakley and baby
girl, Cadiz: Mrs. Annie Wald-
rop, 1824 Olive, Murray; Wes-
ley Miller, 1825 Loch Lomond
Drive, Murray; Laymon Neale,
P.O. Box 344, Murray; Ernest
PoYner (Expired), Route I,
Lynnville; William Evanc.(Ex-
pired), 1106 Vine Street, Mur-
ray,
Music Show Will
Be At Lynn Grove
The Lynn Grove PTA will
sponsor a country style music
program Saturday, February 22
at seven p.m. at the school.
Bands featured will be the
Rhythm Ramblers, The 3 Jays
Plus One, The Kentucky Drift-
ers, Calloway County Playboys
and Baby Doll Mardis and the
Blue Grass Boys.
Admission will be 25 cents
and 50 cents. There will also
be a concession stand by the
PTA.
FINED IN MAYFIELD
Jimmy D. Robinson 01 Mur-
ray Route Two was fined $500
and costs for driving the wrong
way on a one way street, and
Joe R. Nance of Farmington
Route One was fined $10.00-
And costs for operating a motor
Vegicle without an operator's
license, in the Mayfield City
Court this week, according to
the court report published in
tke Mayfield Messenger.
•
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
has proclaimed the week of
February 17-22- Campus Lights
Week" in recognition of the
contribution of the production
during its 32 years at Murray
State University.
Scheduled February 20-22,
"Campus Lights '69" includes
about 120 students who write,
perf3rm, direct and handle all
the technical duties from set
design to sound and makeup.
Performances begin on each
date at 8:15 p.m. in the uni-
versity auditorium.
Recognizing the annual show
as "a great tradition and source
of pride to Murray and sur-
-Minding areas,': the proclama-
tion - noted that Campus Lights
has brought thousands of peo-
ble to Murray to Visit and pro-
vided scholarship financing for
many music students.
The musical this year, under
the direction of David Shaner
of Louisville, a senior music
major, concerns the problems
of a recent college graduate
who discovers that all the com-
plications in the world of bus-
iness are not covered in text-
books — especially the female
ones.
Besides individual cast mem-
bers, the show includes a danc-
ing chorus, a singing chorus, a
stage band and the Murray
Men quartet. It is sponsored
each year by Sigma Alpha Iota
and Phi Mu Alpha professional
music fraternities.
More than $2,000 in scholar-
ships was awarded to music
students last year from the pro-
ceeds of the show. Richard W.
Farrell, chairman of the fine
arts - department 4 Murray
State, said about 3,500 to 4,000
people saw the 1868 version
Tickets, 81.75 each, will be on
sale at the door for each per-
fa.ance.
Diekie Keeler Is Killed In
Viet Nam Battle Monday
Private First Class Dickie G.
Keeler, son of Mrs. Tax Thorn-
ton of New Concord. is Cello-
way County's fifth victim of
the Vietnam War.
His wife, the former lima
Pfc. Marie G. Keeler
Lee, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Lee of Dexter Route
One, received word of the
death of her husband last night.
Keeler who was serving with
the United State Marine Corps
was killed Monday near Quang
Tri in the Republic of Vietnam,
according to the message given
to the family.
The Marine was 20 years of
age and enlisted in ,the
Marine Corps on February 23,
1968, according to Mrs. Gussie
Adams, executive secretary of
Local Board No. 10 of the Sel-
ective Service.
Pfc. Keeler took bia bask
training and left for Vietnam
in Jelly of 1968. He attended
Calloway County High School.
He and his wife were mar-
ried October 1. 1966. She is
Word Received Of
Death Of Virgil
Page In Arkansas
Word has been received of
the death of Virgil Page, form-
erly of Calloway County, who
died Thursday morning at a
hospital in Fordyce, Ark. He
was 76 years of age.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Notie Nance Page of Fordyce,
Ark.; one son, Laurie Page and
five grandchildren, all of Men-
low Park, California; one sis-
ter, Mrs. Kate Page Robertson
of Bartlesville. Oklahoma; one
sister-in-law, Mrs. Frank Page
of Murray; one brother-in-law,
Aubrey C. Nance of Tenn.; one
nephew, Rev. Wright page of
Murray; several cousins in
Murray and Calloway County.
Funeral services will be at
Fordyce, Ark, on Friday at ten
am. Gistreside services will be
held at Oak Grove Baptist
Church in Henry County, Tenn,
on Saturday at two p.m. with
Rev. Harold Smotherman of-
ficiating.
WEATHER REPORT
Ualtad rives Istersatl•••1
by United Press internatleital,
Fair today, high mostly in the
40s. Mostly cloudy west to part-
ly cloudy east tonight, low 20s
east to mid 30s west. Partly
cloudy to cloudy Friday with a
chance of rain west.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
In 1961, Philip Springer and
Nita Jones wrote "Green With
Envy; Purple With Passion,
White With Anger, Scarlet
With Fever, What Were You
Doing in Her Arms Last Night
Blues," believed history's long-
est song title.
TWO CITED
Two persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
on Wednesday. They were for
reckless driving and speeding.
A CLASS DISRUPTER is taken in tow by police at the Utovet-
say of Wiscon,in. where National Guard troops are posted.a.
now residing with her parents
on Dexter Route One.
The young Marine is surviv-
ed by his wife, Hazel, his mo-
ther, Mn. Tax Thornton of New
Concord, and one brother, Ran-
dall Thornton of Murray. His
brother is vacationing in Flor-
ida and is expected home this
weekend.
Local funeral arrangements
are incomplete pending arrival
of the body from Vietnam. The
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of local ar-
rangements.
Other Calloway victims ot
the Vietnam war have been Lt.
James Scarborough, killed in
a helicopter accident in the
states, Billy Lauffer killed by
machine gun fire in Vietnam,
Gary Wilkinson killed by mor-
tar fire in Vietnam, and Major
Larry Hosford who died from
Injuries sustained in a fall
while serving in Vietnam.
A. T. Waldrop
Passes Away
On Tuesday
A. T. (Tonnny) Waldrop of
1803 Ryan Avenue, a retired
termer, passed =my Tuesday
it 10:30 pm. at the Westview
Nursing Home.
Mr. Waldrop was 111 years of
age end was • lifelong member
of the Coldwater Methodist
Church. He started serving as
a steward of the church at the
age of 20 and served until his
health forced him to stop. He
had been an honorary steward
of the church since that time.
The deceased was married
to the former Bessie Radford
on January 24, 1905. They just
recently celebrated their 64th
wedding anniversary. He was
the son of the late Alfred Hen-
ry Waldrop and Martha Ann
Hughes Waldrop.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Bessie Waldrop; four dau-
ghters, Mrs. Pauline Cobb of
St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. Emily Jones
of Benton Route Three, Mrs.
Gracie Nell Hanley of Kirksey
Route Two, and Mrs. Rebecca
Jo Burkeen of Taylor, Mich.;
three sons, Radford of Warren,
Mich., Robert of Murray Route
Four, and Charles of West
Lake, Ohio; 26 grandchildren;
18 great grandchildren.
Mr. Waldrop is also survived
by four sisters, Mrs. Ruby Da-
vis of Paducah, Mrs. Leola
Chunn of Lawrenceville, Ill ,
Mrs. Euva Alexander and Mrs.
Elizabeth Holcomb of Hunts-
ville, Ala.; five brothers, 'John
Ed, Wesley, and H. T. Wal-
drop, all of Murray, Coleman
Waldrop of Hayfield, and Clan-
eey of Detroit, Mich.
The funeral has been sched-
uled for Friday at two p.m.
at the Coldwater United Metho-
dist Church with Rev. Danny
Underwood officiating. Burial
will be in the Mizell Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call.
Joint Suit Filed
In Paducah Court
PADUCAH, Ky. (UPT) — A
joint suit by the city of Padu-
cah and the city school board
was filed in McCracken Circuit
Court Wednescity against the
city electric plant board aimed
at recovery of about $98,000
in lieu of tax payments.
The city, suing its own mu-
nicipal power system, and the
school board, contend the mo-
ney is owed by the Paducah
Power System.
The suit followed an announ-
cement by the electric plant
board it would pay an amount
equal to its 1965 tax bill, which
the city and the school board
said was about $32,000 less than
due.
The electric plant toard paid
the lesser amount after the
Tennessee Valley Authority,
which supplies Paducah. with
electric power, threatened a
contract violation If the full a-
mount of the tax bill wet Paid.
•
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-The Ontstanding Civic Amin ef a Communally h the
temerity el its Newepapse
THURSDAY—FEBRUARY 20. 1969
uotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
PRAGUE — Alexander Dubcek, leader of Commun-
ist party in Czechoslovakia, reminding the nation that
severe international political conflicts still threaten it:
"Although a slight moderation has set in, we have
yet removed the basic social and political causes
give rise to such tension and create pa/Weal
LOS ANGELES — Author George Plimpton, when
asked in court wnether he saw Sen. Robert F. Kennedy
lying on the floor after being fatally wounded:
"I didn't have the courage to look."
es11)
NEW 
commandos who attacked Israeli planes are 
YORK — Muhammad IL El-Farrah, Jordan'e
or to the United Nations, denying to newsmen= airrorisu:
"I call it resistance. You call it 'terrorism'. I re-
Member when France was under the Nazi occupation
the Gestapo used to call it terrorism."
Centennid
11 -E
Scrap4ok.1111Sack
When Use automobile came along to
provide Japan with one of its most
eatensive exporta—and to beset Tokyo with
probably the world's worst traffic jams--
two-wheeled, one-h p. (buicasiihaercr)
rickshaws were -modern" modes et trans-
port throughout the Far Emit A snapshot
posed In a lickaisaw was as necessary a
documentation at being well traveled as one
of you *abide a camel with a pyramid back-
ground in Egypt, or upon an elephant in
India.
Perhaps few tourists were aware that
,
thousands of those 'rickshaws were of United
States crigin. Before Japan was opened to
world commerce by U.S Navy expeditions in
the 1850s, ladies and gentlemen were carded
from place to place in sedan chairs with
shafts fore age aft for shoulders of porters.
Gifts carried by Commodore Matthew Per-
ry to Japaname higlattr-ups included wheeled
vehicles. It fellewed That a Japanese, identi-
fied Yap*. lime* *wised in WM what
was to become the W. A model was
sent to Jiunes H. -Burlington, N.J..
whose plant produebd quantities of carriages
asuit wagons for West In-
Age, Latin America and
South Africa. as well as
for domestic trade. "So
light, easy, and graceful
was the Birch improvement
[of the limmi design] that
his 'rickshaw developed a
huje Birch export business.
invtilving more than 200
vinlaUons used in Japan,
China, Indo-China. India,
Melaya," it was stated,
Birch pioneered in the
m. -produced interchange-
able parts technique and
assembly line methods of the
later-day automobile mak-
ers.
CLARK KINNAIRD
•-quaint Chinese vehicle,
combining the features of
the mitts-. Karlekshaw and
the sedan, often encoun-
tered in Shanghai's streets,"
was cameraman's caption
fog this old (19112) photo..
THURSDAY—FEBRUARY 20, 1909
IMEN'S WEAR
So What's New?
-----
DOVER TOWNSHIP, N.J. — Po/ice Chief II/Chard C.
dement, espisiising way has department is abandoning
the traditional police uniform:
No one has respect for the policeman's uniform any
*ore, so we thought we'd change it."
Iible Thought for Today
r,
- And I will gather the remnant of my flock out of
4 WS countries whither I have driven theta, and will bring
4 Lapin again to their folds. --Jeremiah 23:3.
As God's love for Israel is evidenced day by day, wepropnecy being fulfilled in this generation.
Ten Year AgoToda-eizzotazia Tom pms
EC
IT'S EASY TO CUT CORNERS
IF YOU'RE IN
THE RIGHT GROOVEr.
MOULDING
,
DRIP CAP--
Trim which overhangs
windows. doors allowing
water to drip down
easily DOOR TIM— Usually narrow*. than
CROWN MOULDING--
Decorative him
which rounds corners
and conceals gaps.
.111• 1-61- -••
SASE S. SHOE--
A necessary dividee
between fleet
ond woll
Almanac
NotMen's Fashions
BY WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI)
Now I know where the latest
style* in men's wear have been
sornikif from. The designers have
been sitting up watching the' late
shows on television, notably the
sinking of the "titanic and the
dancing of Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers.
I was watching "A Night to
Remember" on the late w a
few weeks ago and was haunted
by a nagging thought there was
ionsething familiar about it. It
turned out to be the men'
lothes with their high eon
snd (our and five button coats.
[he Titanic sank in 19J2 with a
iows of 1,517 lives, closing in
tragtdv the Edwardian Era which
gine, birth to a revolution in
men clothing very much like
the revolution now under way.
Edward VI had done most of his
styla: innovations just after the'
turn of the century but it took a
few'pridie years. untilshout 1912
-- for his styles to reach the
masses.
Edward had introduced among
other things the Homburg hat for
daytime wear, deiuble breasted
going to a garden wedding in Palm
!Beach or an outdoor soiree at
Southampton.
He caught up with Ginger eventu-
ally at a seaside resort where she
had gone to fake an adultery
scene so she could get a divorce
from the man who married her
for her money.
It seemed curious that Astaire was
wearing a top hat and white tie
iacket for formal day wear, the
howler hat for wear in town+
creases at the front and back of
the kg.
The list is long but one of the
styles was the high buttoning
coat With extremely wide lapels.
Many of the men in -A Night To
Remember" were wearing Such
Suits and that particular cult is.
Fashionable at the -moment with
the younger gentry.
Fend Astaire in "The Gay
Divorcee" in which he and Ginger
Rogers introduced the song
"Night and Iji)" end danci:d the
Continental was made somewhere
hark M the 1930s. .Astaire is stilt
considered one of the best alressrd
men in the world and he was then
At the start of the picture when
meets Ginger Rogers he is
wearing a voluminous trench coai
which is much in demand toile).
As a matter- of fact she washese, oltecalail used - retery to protest *the "appease- wearing what is called a maxi
•inent" policy of Prime Mulls-skirt a hieh worn in certain
-ter Neville Chamberlain towaartruks "el, now. 
SHAW WITNESS - Assistant
District Attorney Andrew
Sciambrit looks cameraward
„from car outside the court-
house in New Orleansewhere-
he testified ttiat ho took
statements from ."51..ar wit-
ness" Perry Rumen ja • 1967
that led to the current trial
of Clay Shaw on charges of
conspiracy in the assassina-
tion of President John F.
Kennedy. Beside Sciambra
Is James L. Alcock: the
-01Ries -chief "Prosecutor.
and tails but it soon turned outs,
that all the other men at the
resort were similarly attired so he
was not out of place. It was
very appropriate when tney
danced the Continental, Ginger
in something fluffy that swirled.
A note on Astaire's tailcoa
It was made by Stanley, Kilgo
and French in London and on
the three once told us with
of happiness in his eyes
Astaire wore them better than
anyone in the world.
There were a few other style
notes in the picture. Edward
Everett Horton, who plays the
role of a bumbling attorney, also
was -cry much up to date. His
business suits were shaped and
with wide lapels in the fashion of
today and his country slacks were,
very wide in the fashion choeen'f
by the 20-year-old men of today.
Horton's biggest style scene,
though, was in a scene at the
resort hovel where he appeared
by the side of a swimming pool
in a bathing COSSIIIIIe with a tank
top -- just like the fashions now
being innovated out on the west
coast by the surfers.
For A Happier
- New Year
PREVENT
BIRTH
DEFECTS
MARCH OF DIMES
The average annals! rainfall
in San Frinn-isco is abhor 20
inches.
IIACKACHE—
NOW TO EASE IT,
IN 12 HOURS,
te set pleased. your Mic Mck at see
ifs stilt:47a. inTalsease SdaGyEN, sT Lir!11U..-
04741 !CAC TatIlle=r HOLLANDFSE
by tNillted Press International
Today is Thursday. Feb. 20,
tliO-Salet day of 1969 with 314 to
Tile moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
. The morning stars are Mer-
cury, Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus
and' Saturn.
Oh this day in history:
In 1800, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that the power of
the federal government was no
greeter than that of any in-
dividual state in the union.
lo 1872, the Metropolitan
iatlIseum of Art in New York
City was opened.,lo the public
'for' the first time.
In 1928, Anthony Eden re-
igned as British foreign see-
tot doors. windows .
Rebeh A. Wyman has joined the Murray Manufact-
eking Company as Cale! Engineer, replacing D. L Divel-
blis who was recalled to Manafield, Ohio, recently.
. Deaths reported today are Mrs. Aaron Hopkins, age
S4 , of Murray Route 'Iwo, and Mrs. Modena Coester, age
94, formerly of Call:-..way County, who died in Washing-
ton, D.C.
Eddie Lee Grogan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Grogan,won first place in a mus.c contest sponsored by the Mil-
lie Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Miss
kancy McCuiston, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Mc-
Citi.ston, won second place.
,f The Murray Civitan Club has planned a "Pancakerisr• at the Kentucky Colonel and Rudy's Restaurant
eiliarch 28.
-20 Years Ago Today
LaDGEnt I TIMES DILA
Funeral services were held February 18 for Hrs.
Novice Story, age 34, of Paducah and Murray
In basketball Tilghman beat Murray High 58 to 45,
Almo defeated Hebbard.sville 54 to 35, and Lynn Grove
heat New Concord 45 to 29.
Harry N. Jones, .state auditor, has riled that finan-
cial statements of public officers that, according to law,
must be rendered to him periodically, will not be ac-
cepted unless accompanied by a published statement
printed in a newspaper of general circulation.
Prentice Lasei/er the sqeakor at the meeting Of
the Murray Rotary Club held this week.
LOOK MA, ONE CAVITY A P y official leaps oirer one of
the niany fissures that tparned faip a ross Rainbow ',rive an
the Highlacd Park area of Los Angeles The slide (weed
ev.icuation of eight home, in the hotseshoe-shaped aoretor
•
Land
Transfers
John C. McElrath and Tom L.
McElrath to South Central Bell
Telephone Company; exchange pl-
ant permit to operate and main-
tain telephone and telegraph lines
on property on Olive Street bet-
ween North 2nd and North 4th
Streets.
Daymond Carson and Sadie Ca-
rson to Douglas G. Tucker and
Mary Evelyn Tucker; property
In Calloway County.
Virginia Ruth Rhodes to L. 13,
Parrish and Shirley Parrish; six
acres in Calloway County.
Buel Stroud to Calloway County
Board of Health; that for and in
consideration of 35000.00 cash in
band paid receipt of which is he-
reby acknowledged for property
described as follows: "Beginning
at a point on the south sidecar We-
st Olive Street between North
7th and North 8th Street, which
point is on the northwest corner
of the property owned by the
Calloway County Board of Health
upon which the County Health
Center is located, and thence
oing east 75 feet to the south-
est corner of the aforesaid
roperty owned by the Calloiay
ounty Board of Health and Ufen-
ce going north approximately I5C
feet to the point of beginning",
Deed dated February 8, 1969.
-UFER" HUNTED Search for
David Ervin Beagles a •bove
on parole from prison in
Florida as a -lifer" in the
mass criminal attack on a
Negro siei in 1959 and newly
charged in the criminal at-
tack slaying of a 30-year-
old Negro woman, has gone
nationwide Beagles is re-
lated to five membere of the
Tatiaiiiiasee police force
•
 *it Germany. 1962, American Astronaut
Lakeland, Inc., to Terry Law-
rence and Vie Lawrence; two
lots in Panorama Shores Subdiv-
ision. •
Terry Lawrence and Sallie La-
wrence to Raymond Clark and
EVOt1111 W. Clark of South Fulton,
Tem.; two lots in Panorama
Shores Subdivision,
Jerry Robertg and Linda Rob-
erts to William A. Warren and
Carol Ann Warren; lot in Mead-
ow Land Subdivision.
Homeland Developers, Inc., to
Jackie Burkeen and Shirley Bur-
keen; lot in Keeneland Subdivis-
ion,
Clyde W. Ott to Mary A. De-
Lime; power of attorney.
William A. Warren and Carol
Ann Warren to Joseph L. Thom-
pson and Elizabeth J. Thompson;
lot in Sherwood Forest Subdivisi-
on.
John L. Peterson of Colorado
Springs, Colorado, to Erma Jean
Emery of Hickory; lot in Lakeway
Shores Subdivision,
Jerry M. Jones and Ann H. Jon-
es.to Leon Jones and Anne F. Jo-
nee; lot in King swood Subdivision.
"PA"! WITNESS, says the
4tate. against Clay Shaw in
his conspiracy trial an the
assassination of President
John le Kennedy is Perry
p1116$10, 27. shown at the.,.
court building in New Or-.
•• leans. Russo testified that
- air 1943 he was withsr-grifhp
ma/Hiding Lee Harvey Os-
wald Snd Shaw when thc.
saninamitton was dintlasted
44.-4..4.4.4,4644.4oirtawat~.
go.
Ain Glenn landed safely after
three orbits of the earth.
thought for the day —
i
-
.erksan novelist Hermann
edorn said, "Down with the
chaMbered corridors of
yam the quiet shutting, one
by one, of doors."
sz,_ 
LIft ht estimated that a dual
Ali l'0114. • food equal to ill
prr cent of ita. hod. weight
al0.
Chase Is On 'l,
Roy had met girl and lost girl
later but spotted her dining
a convertible with a rumble seat
and spare tires in the fender wells
and gave chase in one of the
chases for which Hollywood is
famous.
For the chase Astaire wore a
double breasted Navy blue blazer
with six buttons. White flannel
trousers. a striped shirt with an
extremely long pointed collar,
what appeared to be a polka dot
tic and white shoes - the absolute
perfea:1 costume today if you are
* NOTICE
Roberson's TV Service
Now Open In Coldwater
• • • • • •
We Service All Makes and Models
Color, Black and White
— USED TVs FOR SALE
ID 489-3993
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• Tilghman Moves Up To
Ninth In UPI Prep Poll
. By GLEN CARPENTER
LEXINGTON, Ky. UPI - With
the clock moving toward tourna-
tnent time in Kentucky, Louis-
ville Central remains entrench-
ed in its No. 1 position in the
weekly top ten high school bask-
etball ratings released today by
United Press International.
The Yellow Jackets, alone in
the top spot for the fourth con-
secutive week, received 14 first
place bellots and 159 points from
111 UPI's board of coaches.
Last week, Central received
one less first place vote and 148
points.
Still in second place with 131
points is once-defeated Clark Co-
unty, while Covington Catholic
moved into the third position wi-
th 78 points. Balloting was com-
pleted before Wednesday night's
showdown between the pair at
Memorial Coliseum here.
In fourth place, third last we-
ek, is Shawnee , who Central
probably will play in the 22nd
Distsict tournament in Louisville
beginning the week of March 8.
Should they meet in the finals,
both would be eligible to go to
the 6th Region tournament since
first-place and runner-up teams
In district tournaments in thear-
4 ea are allowed to participate in
the 6th and 7th Region tourneys
to be played at Louisville's Fr-
eedom Hall.
Central City moved Oho fifth
place, Louisville Seneca which
dropped to sixth. Louisville Ma-
le is still seventhWith Lexington
Henry Clay eighth. Paducah Til-
ghman jumped one position It
ninth.
Louisville Thomas Jefferson,
which lost to Male over theweek-
end, fell to 10th.
The ratings 1st- place votes
In rentheses •
1. Lou Central (14)
2. Clark Co. (1)
3. Coy. Catholic
4. Lou. Shawnee (1) 71
159
131.
72
Boating
By JACK WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI) - There
are fewer buildeii producing
boats in 1969 but the prospect-
ive buyer has 98 more models
• this year from which to make
his choice.
There are 667 builders turn-
ing out 3,517 stock models this
year, compared with 678 build-
ereand 3,419 models in 1968,
according to an industry-wide
survey taken annually by Boat-
ing magazine.
So anyone planning to buy a
1969 model can pick anything
from a 5-foot neprene raft for a
mere $45 up to a 57-foot luxury
cruiser costing S250,000.
And that latter boat, accord-
ing to the magazine's survey, is
by no means the largest - just
the most expensive. Several
builders market stock inboard
cruisers up to 00-feet and one
offers an 82-foot sailing ketch.
Again just as last year, more
than 57 per cells of all boat
models - 2,016 of them -- are
in the power Ish-at classification.
71 •
a. Lestral City et
6. Lou. Seneca 59
7. Lou. Male se
8. Lea. Henry Clay 42
9. Paducah Tilghman 37
10. Lou. T. Jefferson 21
ilanville, 12. t rankfort, D.
Richmond Madison, 14, Covington
Holmes, 15. Lea. Bryan Station,
16. Tie-Maytown, Lea. Lafayette,
18. Newport Catholic, 19. Lou.
Westport, ZO. Shelby Comity.
Others receiving 2 or more
votes-Bowling Green, Earlingt-
on, Ashland, Lea. Tates Creek,
Maysville, Elizabethtown Cathol-
ic.
Pearson
Qualifies
At 190 mph
David Pearson
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. EN
-David Pearson shot Ford's
"old engine" theory full of holes
Wednesday in a record-smash-
ing qualifying run for the $208.-
000 Daytona 500 stock car race
Earlier in the week, the Ford
people were crying the blues
because they felt last year's
427-inch engine might not be
able to run with the new Dodge
Chargers in Sunday's race.
But Pearsm, Ford's bread-
and-butter- stack car Jockey'
from Spartanburg, S. C., turned
an amazing 190.029 mi:es per
hour around' the high-banked
Daytona SpeeS iy and eolipsed
the old el sed-course world re-
c )rd of 189.897 m. p. h. set by
Paul G .1denith If Munster,
'rid in new D•dge tast week.
St pair of Dolge Chargers
driven by North Car Simians
Buddy Baker of Charlotte and
Bobby Isaac of Catawba won
the front row positions for the
500. The rest of the drivers, in-
cluding Pearson, were to run
in a pair of .125-mile sprint
races Thursday to determine the
starting lineup behind Baker
and Isaac Sunday...
The purse for the big race,
richest in stock ear history, was
boosted from $204,250 to $208.-
000 on Wednesday. Nearly $60,-
000 will go to the winner, and
among the favorites is Cale
Yarbrough of Charlotte, winner
of three major races in a row
at this speedway, in another
Ford Talladega.
as
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SPORTS'
- Gene MeCuteheon, Sports Editor -
his fit bid ,for, the National Bird Dog
SORE MT maid Drug's Joe Dolivorjapt:
after two ancrono-hatf hours of steady running yesterday
morning. Scout lob Lamb (left) and handler Sem Miller
esethino the worn and split
Tooth Acres,
Yon Way Are
To Compete
GRAND JUNCTION, Tenn. cre
- Tooth Acres Hawk and Gun
smoke's Yon Way, the seventh
pair among 42 contenders was
to make an Odd bid for the
70th annual national Bird Dog
Championship today at the
Ames Plantation.
Wonsover's Blue One is brac-
ed with Possessed for the after-
no5n round on the sprawling
birdhunter's paradise.
A 3-year-old favorite, Drug's
Joe Delivery, opened rapidly in
Wednesday morning's round but
WU picked up by handier Gary
Lamb with a hall-hour remain-
ing suffering from sore feet.
Delivery's eIperienced Run-
ning mate, Raney's John, han-
dled by E. B. Epperson of Still-
Water, Okla., for C J Cleven-
der and Cecil Corn of Topeka,
Kan. started slowly but had
four nice finds.
Delivery, owned by Dr. Lath-
am Moose of Winston Salem, N.
C., had no points.
Veteran Homerun Johnny was
paired with Fast Joe Delivery
In the afternoon round which
was unproductive because of
errors offsetting finds.
Johnny was handled by Fred
Arent of Barnwell, S. C., for
Claudia Phelphs of Aiken, S. C.,
and Joe was handled by Lamb
for Mark Wakefield of Ellicott,
Md.
HOST SCHOOL
KANSAS CITY, Mo. CPU -
Top-ranked small college ,power,
Ashland College, sporting a 21-
1 record this season, was named
Wednesday as the host school
for-the National Collegiate Ath-
letic Association's Mideast Col-
lege Division regional basket-
ball tournament.
-err'_
111,41 Itlt BLACK, Fla.-Richard Petty. poplar Meek ear driver from Randleman. N.C.,ft rib from a victory in the Riverside Motor-Treed IN gets ready to talc a %mu out 'hetons Sae International track iii preparadon far the I classic scheduled nest Sund.o.,
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STANDIN53
Teem
Reapers ao
Red Birch 57
Spares 54
Pin Busters 48
Night Owls 46
Alley Cats 42
Demons 36
Rollers saw
Benots 32%
Night Riders 34
Strikes 24
L. it SS 22
High Sorlos
Night Owls  2072
Pin Bustin 
Reapers 
10.6 Tomo elsol
Night' Owls 
Pin Busters 
Reapers 
MIN:
High Int Serim
Delmar Brewer 
Lyman Dixon 
Vernon Riley 
High Ind. Game
Fred Paul Stalls
Vernon Riley  
L. J. Ilendon  
Noble Knight  
WOMEN:
High Ind. Series
Mildred Hodge  
Marilyn Parks 
Judy Parker 
High lied. *ease
Mildred Hodge
Marilyn Parks
Mildred Hodge
MIN
4 Tap "Five" Averages
Jim Neale 
Delmar Brewer 
Lyman Dixon 
T. C. Hargrove 
L. J. Hendon 
WOMEN:
Top "Five" Averages
Bobbie Garrison  160
Marilyn Parks  160
Betty Dixon  152
Patsy Neale  151
Kay Lax  150
Judy Parker  1411
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Tarheels
Slip Past
Maryland
By United Press International
A tipin and a free throw were
the difference Wednesday night
as last-second heroics by Rusty
Clark and Mike Malay saved
the nation's thir d and fourth rank-
ed college baskettall teams.
Clark's tipin with two seconds
eft capped a come from behind
effort for the third-ranked Tar-
heels and gave them an 88-86
triumph over Maryland.
Maloy's free throw with three
seconds remaining enabled Dav-
idson to tie Duke 80-80 at the
end of regulation time and the
Wildcats went on to score all
eight points of overtime for an
88-80 triumph.
It was a busy night for the
ranked clubs with six of the top
(1 teams in action. Two of them,
fifth-ranked LaSalle and 10th ra-
nked Duquesne met in a showdo-
wn with LaSalle recording an 85-
71 triumph.
Seventh-ranked St. John's roll-
ed past Syracuse 71-63 and Ilth
ranked South Carolina edgedfur-
man 65-63.
North Carolina fell behind Ma-
ryland 28-8 before Maryland na-
rrowed the gap to 43-36 at half-
time. North Carolina forged in-
to an 84-81 lead with 3:11 left
before Maryland came back to
tie the game 86-86. North Carol-
ina then set up a play with Dick
Gruber taking a 15-footer. He
missed it but Clark, who scored
only 10, tipped in the rebound.
Charlie Scott scored 26 for Nor-
th Carolina.
Maloy scored 28 points to pace
Davidson including the free thr-
ow that forced the game into ov-
ertime. Dick Devenzio paced Du-
ke with 28.
Ken Durrett scored 26 points
and Larry Cannon added 24 as
LaSalle ripped Duquesne while
recording its 13th straight win.
Barry Nelson had 15 for Duques-
ne.
John Warren scored 20 points
to pace St. John's to the trium-
ph over Syracuse. The Redmen
had four men in double figures.
Bill Smith had 24 for Syracus
John Roche scored 27 points
to pace South Carolina to .the
victory over Furman. Dick Es-
leeck bad 24 for the losers.
In other games , St. Joseph's
topped Seton Hall 92-76, Ford-
Um beat Pittsburgh 66-44, De-
Paul beat St. Bonaventure 72-
71 in overtime, Cincinnati trou-
iced Dayton 96-60, and Marshall
edged Toledo 85-83.
•.
it
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FORT MIPERS, Fla. - Pittsburgh Pirate brass alt out-
side the new million dollar complex the Pirates built to
house and train the National League baseball club dur-
ing spring training. From left are Jplint Fitzpatrick, canill
director; Bob Ryce, traveling secWtry; Joe L. Brown,
general manger; and Danny Murtaugh, executive assist-
ant.
Baseball Players Are Slowly
Moving Back Into The Fold
By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writs1
The first crack of the soli-
darity of the baseball players
in their strike against the own-
err over the funding of the
pension plan appeared Wed-
nesday.
Veteran players from four
clubs either reported or said
they would report in Florida
even thought Marvin Miller,
executive' director of the play
ers association, said in New
York that 22 of the 24 players
representatives have unani-
mously recommended that the
owners' latest offer be reject-
ed. Miller hopes to contact the
final two today.
Miller had recommended the
players all refuse to report to
camp because the owners lat-
est offer of a $5.3 million-a-
year contribution to the pens-
ion fund was considered in-
adequate by the players.
But Nolan Ryan, Jerry Grote
and Danny Frisella of the Meta
Pat Jarvis of the Braves, Mike
Cuellar and Pete Richert of the
Orioles, George Scott of the
Red Sox and Jahn Bateman and
Bob Bailey of the Expos all
said they were reporting and
the two Expo and Oriole plays
s_ started working out Wed-
nesday.
Tom Seaver of the Mets and
Phil Niekro of the Braves both
said they wouldn't report for
the opening practice but would
show up soon after that.
Seaver ,aid, "1 believe base-
ball remains one of the few
things that rewards individual
efforts in our country and I
want it to remain that way.
den I want oaseball to become
unionized."
Four clubs, the Expos, the
Orioles, Yankees and White
Sox, have already started work-
ing out in Florida and three
more, thearaves, Meta and Pir-
ates, will conduct their open-
ing workouts Thursday.
The strike will not be offic-
ial until March 1 when all the
players are required to sign but
the pitchers and catchers trad-
itionally report in late Febru-
ary.
Basketball
Score
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
By United Press International
Transylvania 84 Hanover 77
T. More 83 St. Benedict 59
KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
By United Press International
Coy. Catholic 57 Clark Co. 52
x-Bryan Sta. 66 Henry Clay 64
Breathitt Co. 80 Knott Co. 54
x-Overtime.
SNAG DEVELOPS
CENCINNA'TI Ets - A last
minute snag devel-ped Wednes-
day in the sale of Croselyi Field
to the city by the Cincinnati
Reds when city manager Rich-
ard L. Krabach asked for addi-
tional time to study the lease.
Lakers Host
Trigg Co. At
Homecoming
The Calloway sounty Lams
will meet Trigg County at she
Jeffrey Gymnasium Friday
night in their final contest of
the regular season. The B-team
game will start at 6:45 and the
A-team game will follow im-
mediately at approxisnatidy MOO
p. m.
This will be the annual Home-
s:ming game for the Lakers and
everyone is urged to attend.
University Hi
Host Murray
High Friday
The Murray High Tigers will
meet the University High Colts
Friday night in the Carr Health
Building gym. Game time will
be 6:45 for the B-Teams fol-
lowed immediately by the vets
sity.
Earlier in the year the Tigers
won over University High 68-
55. Last Tuesday night the Mur-
ray High team lost a heart-
breaker 83-81 to Lone Oak in
an overtime.
The 'final home game for the
Tigers will be on Tuesday night,
February 25, against Mayfield.
Mayfield, Hazel,
Fancy Farm Advance
In Grade Tourney
ARLINGTON, Ky.--Mayfield.
Hazel and Fancy Farm advanced
In the grade school tournament
here Tuesday night.
ayfield defeated
64-25, Hazel upended Cirt:I T
M 
39-37 and Fancy Farm won over
Arlington 39-29.
Leading scorers in the Tues..,
day night games were Bottum
with 17 for Mayfield, Jones with
13 for Columbus. Hosapple led
Hazel with 18 and Woods topped
Bardwell with 16. Willett led
Fancy Farm scoring with 14
points and Whitlock scored $ to
lead Arlington.
BIG PAYOFF
ARCADIA, Calif. Els - Ap-
prentice jockey Rudy Rosales
rode two longshcts to victory in
the first two races at Santa
Anita Wednesday to account for
a track record daily double pay-
off of 22.440.20.
COACH BURIED
HAMILTON, N. 1'. ury - Aa-.
dy Kerr, longtime football co-
ach at Colgate where he cam-
piled a 94-50-9 mark in 18 yeark
was buried Wednesday at the
C lgote University Cemetery.
Match This:
The lowest priced popular pickup with an 8-foot box. An inside as soft as the outside is tough.
New Chevy Longhorn for biggest camper bodies.
Only a Chevrolet pickup con tally
this list of advantages that add -uk
to more value for your investment:
Start with style-bold and hand-,
some, newest in the field. Add
smoothest pickup ride, the result of
toughs t'it moringn at all lotIr wheels
on most itmdeitt. Plus the higgeat
choicesof trut-5 8 and VA engines in
any popular pick-up. And double.
wall steel in vital areas.
There's much more. (Like the new
Longhorn model, first pickup de-
signed especially for camper duty.)
It's all at your Chevrolet dealer's.
Buy now, while we're Making things
hot ter t ha n ever for competition and
better than ever for you.
Chevrolet Value Showdown
mew
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His Wife Deserved
the Truth
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY Due to a serious illness during my
childhood, I was advised that I could never have any children.
Physically, things aren't any different with me than with othermen, and my condition has been kept a secret between me and
my parents.
I was married two years ago to a beautiful, outgoing girl.She never mentioned anything about having a family., so I saw
no reason to tell her about the way things are with me
Well, she is now pregnant, and makes believe that I am thefather. but I know different. My mother says if my wife doesn't.tell me who the father is. SHE will ask her.
Of course I would like to get things straightened aroundwith my wife, but 1 don't know how to handle it.
Should I .go on pretending to believe the baby is mine?
What if my mother says something_to my wife even after I
warn her not to?
I love my wife, bet I am sure bewildered.
NO NAME. NO TOWN
DEAR NO NAME: First go to a doctor !urologist. itpiessibie I. Mea have bees thaws to father children after haviag
bees Wit they were unable. If the child can't possibly be years,
YOU tell your vie the whole story. and ask her to tell youHERS. And tell year mother to stay but of it.
II'. S. Its not to your credit to have married the girlwithout haring told her of year rendition. I
DEAR ABBY • There is this man in whole I could be verymuch interested, but he has one outstanding fault He talksabout himself all the time.
He is nice looking, successful in his business and is verygood company, Out be doesn't wait for a person to finish asentence before.be jumps in and turns the conversation aroundto himself and his accomplishments Is there some way I cantell him about it so he could correct it? He'd make a goodcatch 
"MYRA"
DEAR MYRA: First, get him to list.* by enumerating hisadmirable qualities, them tell km he'd be practical!) perfect if"I's- weren't no close together. If he makes no effort Nhispreve, forget isim. He's ale as good a catch as you think.
DEAR ABBY: Do you have any male renders who will giveme their honest opinion?
.1 was taught that the most precious gift a woman couldOwe to the man she loved, and amgyind was having kept herbody just for him, tliet he wgpçt and tynor.her forhaving waited. „
More and Sore Pm VIsciasett4 bent à VictiVnan " Justrecently a man told me, "You've got to wise up for your owngood If you don't give a man what he wants, he'll goeisewbere "
Even the man whom I recently loved deeply said hethought that after a half dozen dates, sex was in orderI believe the proper setting for sex is love and marriage.Thai way it is something mend and meaningful There is areal commitment on both sides, not just a sausfying of one'sappetite temporarily—until the next time.
I am not a young provincial lass tied to her mother's apronstrings. I am 41 and have been completely "on my own" since17. I've lived in many large American cities and severalforeign countries, and have been exposed to all kinds attempting social situations. I am romantic and sensitive BedI'm not ugly. What is a man's opinion' ' WA/TING
DEAR WAITING: Well, we shall see. Men?
gverytrady kaa a prehiesn What's years, For a personalmein wee to Abby. Bea S. Les Angeles, Cal., Neil andendues a sesimpedi. seltuddreased sevelope.
-A PMENDLY IMAI. 161AR4TiON- is what Elliot Gould saysabout the 'pinup between him and singer Barbra Streisand.The couple iabovei, married five years, have a BOR. Jason. 3
Siesothor mass Horne
Scene Of Meet
Homemakers Club
Mrs. Harold finialitennan
opened her home for the meet-
ing of the South Fkimmt them
Beekeirdese Club bid en
illesaley, Masa liione
Velma he the allerasem
The melee how for the
mesa lieleetion of Pal-
s' -was 'resented by Mrs
I lono. This laths was
taught by the area leaders in
Fulton and Mershon counties.
Um Milford Orr, president,
presided and Mrs. Billington,
secretary-treasurer, read the
minutes and gave the tremor.
er's report.
The devotional reading from
Ephesians 4:31 was given by
Mrs. Smotherman who closed
with prayer.
Mrs. Dennis Boyd was elect-
ed as the housing project lead-
er. Orders for the luggage
nicks to be made as the craft
project were taken.
The landscape notes were giv-
en by Mrs Aotry McReynolds
and refreshments were served
by the hostess.
Also present for the meeting
were Mrs. Clifton E. Jones and
Mrs. Robbie McCuiston.
The next meeting will b
held at the home of Mn. Ill.
ford Orr on Monday, Much 10,
at one p.m.
• • •
Mrs. Joe Kelso Is
Honored At Shower
At Fellowship Hall
Mrs. Joe Kelso. nee Cynthia
Puckett, was honored recently
with a household shower in
the fellowship hall of the De*
ter4iardin Methodist Chun*.
The gracious hostesses foi.
the post nuptial event Vera
Mrs., Glenn Warren, Mrs. Rag-
men Mdrris, Mn. Charles Barn-
hart, Mrs. Sidney Puckett, Mrs.
Darwin Lee, Mrs. Joe Gore,
and- Mrs. Jimmy Haley.
The honoree chose to wear
for the occasion a coral crepe
dress with black accessories.
She was presented a corsage, a(
white carnations.
• Mrs. Robert Sires and Mi
Connie Evans very the recip-
ients of the prizes given:
A color scheme of soft pidt
and white wirs used at vantage
points in the hall. " -
The refreshment table was
centered with an arrangement
of pink carnations with crystal
candeigbra op eithen side hold-
ing 'pffik riper'. Tag cloth was
pink with a white lace overlay.
AlMointnients of silver and
crystal were used in the sem;
int
Approximately one hundred
and thirty guests attended or
sent gifts.
• • •
Mr and Mrs Raiford Adams,
Jr., of Murray Route One are
the parents of a sop, William
Andrew. weighing lix pounds
fifteen ounces. born on Tues-
day. February 11. at the Mur-
ray.Calloway County Hospital.
They have one other son,
David Scott. age eighteen
months.
Grandparents are Mrs Lav-
erne Adams of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Hoyt Miller of Pai-
year, Tenn. Great grandparents
ire Mrs. Letie Hale of Murray,
Zenner Orr and Mr. and Mrs.
Elton Nash of Puryear, Tenn.
Some minor leg and foot ail-
lents have been traced to run-
lawn shoes. That's a reason to
seep yours in repair. If, shoesget very wet on the inside. F tuft
them solidly with paper to he-
dry them out and support the
shape, until trees can be in-
serted. A touch of India iniwo
scuffs on black shoes will Cover
them up. Thin. lightweight In-
nersoles in shoes will keep feet
much warmer in cold weather.
They provide good insulation
against chilly pavements
THE KITCHEN is taking Of don nhill ,,from the Chart,. Haldis in house in Highland I •Lo. Angeles area. where a -moving mountain ,ontinues to.follow -1,1z law of gi .
KENTUCKY
Mrs. J. B. Burkeeft
ese•weei
Phone 753-1517 or 753-4,47
otordeoaro
71wireesy. February 30
The Cumberland Prethytefls
Women of the North Ptes
Grove Church will meet at
home of Mn. Johnny Hine
One p. a.
• • •
Mrs. Lloyd Cornell will pre-
sent the book study on Rowell
for the W's Miseleasz,
Society of the thos Grove asp-
tat Church starting at tea
at the church. A potluck
will be served end the
will be opee.
• • •
The Kirkney Baptist Chun!)
Woman's Missionary Social/ will
Meet at the church at 6:30 p.m.
for the book study to be taught
by Mrs. David Brasher, toucher,
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
Meet at the Masonic Hail at
1:30 p.m.
• • • •"`
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
at the club house at two put.
Holten= will be Mesdames
Claud Miller, Owen Bill
R. M. Miller, E. W. Riley, G.
Atheraft, Quinton Gibson, sad
John Livemy.
• • • 
-
The Busineit and Pram**
M Women's Club will have its
*hoer meeting at the Monteith
Club House at 6:30 p.m.
Sadie Neil Jones, c
Miss Ruth Lassiter, and Km.
lftbei Ward are in charge at
the parvenu
• • •
Friday, February 21
The Head • Baptist Church
linenee's Missionary Society
have • minion study at the'
at 6:30 p.m. Mrs Lloyd
will conduct the studn:• • • •
leaveday. February 32
Jilie Alpha Department of
Weenen's Club will ha
loathes. Meeting at the club
house- aSensen. Dr. Ken Hawse
wet be the meeker. Hostesses
ern Mesdames Robert N. Scott,
John Ryan, Louise Dick, J A.
Outland, Earl Forsee, Jr., and
Miss Rosana Henry.
• • •
Open house will be held at
"Oakhurst", home of Murray
State President Harry M. Sparks
and Mn. Sparks from 2:30 to
30 p. a. for the Murray State
University Women's Society
rs. Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer
is chairman for the event.• • •
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a potluck supper at
Community Center, Ellis
e, at seven p.m.
• • •
The New Providence SaddleClub will meet at the Cyp-
Springs Resort, formerly
Moggan's, at six p rn
• • •
The Southlanders Quar!ot
Henderson and the 24
Notes from Murray will
nt a program at the Dee-
Community Center at 7
There 4 DO admission
bergs.
• • •
Episcopal Women
Meet Tuesday At
Harcourt Home
• The women of St. John's Ept
!copal Church met Tuesday
tning. February 18, in thely new hcme of Mrs. Jules
Hartsourt,_1710 Magnolia.
Mrs.'"Eff Birdsong. president,
presided. and Mrs. Norman
Elam treasurer, gave her re-
port. The secretary, Mrs. Rob-
ert Mabry, was unable to at-
tend.
Plans were made for a St.
Patrick's Day party for t h e
children of the church to bc
held on Friday evening, March
14, at the home of Mrs. Har-
court.
During the social hour re
freshments of pie, &free. tei,
mints, and nuts were served by
the hostess.
Those present were Mesdem-
es U Birdsong. N3rman Klapp,
Philip Weydener, Michael
Steczak. Michael Gordone, Rob-
ert Higgins, Louis Zimmerman,
Bennie George. Kenneth Wet.
more. Charles Hinds. Jules Mar'
court, and R. B. Gatlin, the lat-
ter being a new member.
The next meeting will be
held on Monday. March 17, at
7.30 p in. at the home of Mrs.
Higgins, 1101 West Main Street'.
• • •
Preparinenior a winter vaca-
tion? The trick is to have
enough clothes to meet every
need. both "octal and sports,
and at the same time avoid
overpacking
,4
Washer-Glover Vows To Be Read
MISS JERILYN KAY WASHIR• • -
Mr. and Mrs. .1ames Haydn* Washer, Jr., of 16219 Westlive Street announce the engsfament and approaching mar-riage of their younger daughter. Jerilyn Kay, to Daniel LynnGlover. son of, Rev. William Edward Glover, and the late MnMaple T. Glover.
Miss Washer gradusted from Murray High School in thelass of 1967. She attended Murray State University a year anda half where she studied business.
' Mr. Glover graduated from Murray High School in thelass of 1964. He will graduate from Murray State University Ine where he is studying drafting and designing.
The wedding will take place at the First Baptist Churchon Monday, April 7, at six o'clock in the evening with the groom.elect's father officiating. All friends and relatives are invitedto attend.
Mr. & Mrs. Wilco
Present Program
Al Circle Meet
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wilcox
presented the program at the
meeting a the Faith Doran
Circle of the Women's Society
of Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church held
on Tuesday. February HI, at
two-thirty o'clock in the after-
noon alsg,he home of Mrs. Leo-
nard ViGithn, West'SMain Street.
The couple showed slides of
their tour of fourteen countries
including The Holy Land. Their
comments and personal exper-
iences were most interesting.
Mrs. J. T. Sammons read the
scripture from Luke 22:39-42
and led in prayer. She gave ir.
ticles on,, Palm Sunday, Palms.
and Praise.
e circle chairman, Mrs. F.
Crawford, presided. Plans
made and completed for
Hat Sale to be held Friday
Saturday, March 7 and 8,
the social hall. Interesting
i's on the hat sale were
it.
i's. Isaac Clanton gave the
surer's report. Twenty-sev-
en visits to the sick were re-
po-ted by the members.
During the social hour de-
lightful refreshments were
strived by Mrs Vaughn, assist-
ed by Mrs. Wilcox.
• • •
New fashion appeal for dor-
mitory Ioungewear is enough to
make homework a pleasure.
Versatile styling in the form of
multi-purpose outfits has taken
loungewear far behind closed
doors and brought It out on
campus. The busy coed can
switch from classroom wear to
nifty culotte loungers for study
sessions, gabfests, or errand-
running out of the dorm
DENT STRIFE HUG Mrs.
rtene Dixon. assistant
lessor whose dismissal
hed off that long stu-
dent nft-in at the University
chicego„ looks a bit pen-
sive after announcing that
she will not accept the uni-
veratty offer to rehire her
IPS foe one year.
•
'mak.
11111x-
Poor weather and lack of
t,ime no Ipnger are excuses for
not exercising. Both men and
women now jog safely indoors
any Wise with a new jogging
exerciser. It is a portable
treadmill equipped with a stur-
dy handlebar which adjusts
three positions for level to "up-
hill- Jogging An oversized. re-
settable pedometer measure
the distance covered on the
treadmill.
!Snyder Manufacturing Co..
23rd and Westmoreland Sta..
Philadelphia. Pa !
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Mrs. James Boone And Mrs. Fred Wells°
Present Program For Fellowship Meet
The Christian Women's Fel-
iowship of the First Christian
Church held le monthly meet-
lag at Die church library on
Tuesday, February 18, at nine-
thirty o'clock in the morning.
Mrs. James Boone presented
an inspiring program on "How
We Can Share Our Faith". She
discussed how one should ac-
cept and face problems and
crises, and how in faith one
can stand up for what a person
believes.
She closed with a moving
and Christian story entitled "1
Have Got To Talk To Some-
body Lord".
Mrs. Fred Wells gave the
worship part of the program
on "What is Faith". Biblical
characters and their examples
of /stab were discussed. She
read the scripture from the
12th chapter of Hebrews.
The program chairman, Mrs.
William Porter, introduced
Mrs. Boone and Mrs. Wells.
Mrs. Rupert Parks opened
the meeting with the CWF
prayer and closed the program
by playing the CWF benedict-
ion on the piano.
The president, Mrs. George
Hart, presided. Mrs. Wells, sec-
retary, read the minutes. Ap-
pointed to nominating commit-
tee to select a new slate of of-
ficers were Mrs. Wayne Meeks,
chairman, Mrs. Henry Fulton,
sod Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr.
Reports of the three groups
were made. Mrs. Bailey Gore.
Group I, said seventeen mem
hers were present for the
meeting at Mrs. Ed Diuguld'
home who reported five books
read, three devotions, eighteen'
calls, and $40.00 in offering.
Mrs. Clyde Jones for Group
II reported seventeen memben
and one guest present at the
home of Mrs. Annie Bailey
with 36 calls, three books read,
five World Call, eight devot
ions, two Kentucky Christian,
and $49.10 in offering.
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson for
Group DI reported 11 members
present with one guest, eight
World Call, 90 calls, 20 devot
ions and $2500 in offering.
Announcement was made of
the World Day of Prayer pro-
gram at the First Christian
Church on Friday, March 7, at
ten am, by the Church Women
United. Mrs. Richard Miller
will represent the church on
the program, "Growing Togeth-
er In Christ". The next cleth-
ing drive for CWU will be on
March 24.
During the social hour re-
freshments were served by
Mn. H. J. Bryan and Mrs. M.
C. Ellis of Group I.
Others present, not previous-
ly mentioned, were Mesdames
Harlan Hodges, Davy Hopkins,
Frank Roberts, William Seale, 4
and R. L. Wade.
A DOG'S tiff Is better-protected with this new seat beltctuttorn in Sydney, Australia. They come in various sizesand colors to match upholstery or dog,
MODERNIZATION
LOANS
TRAVELERS
CHECKS
MORTGAGE I
LOANS , 
t CHECKINGACCOUNTS
CREDIT
INFORMATION
CHRISTMAS
CLUB
A FULL
SERVICE
BANK
CERTIFICATES
hntlia
DAY ktlIGHT
DEPOSITORY
SAFE
DEPOSIT
PERSONAL
LOANS
RANK-BY-
MAIL
COMMERCIAL
LOANS
AUTO
LOANS
VACATION
LOANS
U.S.SAVINGS
SONDS
Includes the most complete inventory of
financial services found in any type
of banking institution.
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PEOPLES BANK
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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DAY-FEBRUARY 20, ipgg
red Mrs. Fred Wells'
Fellowship Meet
and Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr.
Reports of the three groups
were made. Mrs. Bailey Goyo.
Group 1, said seventeen mem-
bers were present for the
meeting at Mrs. Ed Diuguid's
botne who reported five books
read, three devotions, eighteen
:ails, and $40.09 in offerirl.
Mrs. Clyde Jones for Group
II reported seventeen members
and one guest present at the
home of Mrs. Annie Bailey
with 38 calls, three books read,
five World Cali, eight devot-
ions, two Kentucky Christian,
and $49.10 in offering.
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson for
Slroup 111 reported 11 members
present with one guest. eight
World Call, 30 calls, 20 devot-
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Announcement was made of
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.Thurch on Friday, March 7, at
en am. by the Church Women
United. Mrs. Richard Miller
will represent the church on
the program, "Growing Togeth-
In Christ". The next cloth-
ng drive for CWU will be on
hatch 24.
During the social hour re
'reshments were served by
hirs. H. J. Bryan and Mrs. M.
::. Ellis of Group I.
Others present, not previous-
y mentioned, were Mesdames
iarlim Hodges, Davy Hopkins,
!rank Roberts, William Seale,
mid R. L Wade.
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LOOKING AHEAD WITH FORAGES -James R. Flood, chairman of the newly
organized Purchase Area Extension Forage
Council, outlines future projects for the
council. Other members of the council are leftto right (front row) J. T. Roberts, HickmanCo.; War il Joseph, Marshall Co.; Flood,
Graves Co.: Jim Stahler. Calloway Co.; (back
row) Jim Edwards, Area Extension Speciosa
in Forages; Holbert Davis, McCracken Co.;
Eddie Howls, Ballard Co.; G. H. Terry,
Carlisle Co.; and W. P. Burnett., Fulton Co
Each member of the area council also serves as
chairman of his respective county forage
council.
(Photo by Graham Wilkins)
"BACKWARD STEP"
WASHINGTON UPI - The pres-
ident of the United Mine Workers,
W. A. Boyle, says the governme-
nt has taken a "backward step"
by delaying the start of new heal-
th standards affecting mines. The
r•staadards were part of a package
of industrial safety guidelines
Which Labor Secretary George
-P. Shultz deLaVed for 90 days.
4-e 
wsww,
•
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GOODELL VISITS
WASHLNGTON UPI -Sen. Char-
let; E. Goodell, R-N.Y., fresh
from a visit to war-torn Biafra,
says that country's war with
Nigeria could eventually result
in a "calamitous great power
confrontation." He warned that
"unless something changes imm-
ediately, there is going to be a
major catastrophe."
A Tax Tip . .
The company I work
for paid me my wages
while I was sick!
Freddie, this is tax deductable . . . but
be sure to read Form 2440 furnished by
the Internal Revenue.
WILLIAM B. HOBBS ph...75,6063
•
Coconut Muffins
, 1 (14-ounce) package of coffee
nut muffin mix as label direc-
tions, but add 1/2 cup of coco-
nut to batter. While muffins
ACTUAL PICTURE
WASHINGTCel UPI - Televts-
km commercials which Pulled
to allow color television se11111.
operation must use as Zg
television picture, and DOI
elation, the Federal Trade Co.
emission has ruled. The agency
mid use of a simulated pic111211
es the tube "may have the US.
dency and capacity to m111400
or deceive the consumingat
tic." A simulation may be
but it mast be so labeled, the
agency said.
AGNEW PRESIDES
WASHINGTON UPI - Vice Pr-
esident Spiro T. Agnew, the hut
man without prior Senate Mar-
ience to hold the vice presidency
in 24 years, has not missed pre-
sidieg over a single Senate sow
ion 19 in all since his inaugurat-
ion. Agnew usually opens the se-
ssion, spends several minutes In
the chair and then holds a get-
acquainted lunch with a Republi-
can Seoator.
bake, mix together 2 tablespoons
each of soft butter, honey and
flaked coconut. Spread on warm
muffins. Makes 12.
MODERN DAY STRADIVARI Research chemist Joseph Mich-eiman of Cincinnati, who spent many, many years iliscover-ing the "lost" varnish recipe used by Antonio Stradivari inmaking his masterpiece instruments in Cremona. Italy. inthe 1400s and 1700s. polishes a violin in Columbus, Ohio.Pre-treatment cf the wood-ii part of the secret of creatingsuperior tone. A Stradivariux is valued at _about 150.000.
•"?'"
Cpl. Billy Dale Monte
Cpl. Moore
Is Killed
In Vietnam
A Henry County serviceman,
Marine Cpl. Billy Dale Moore,
has been killed in a }soap accident
in Vietnam. He became the
county's 12th fatality of the
War.
Moore, 18, was the son of Mr.
and Mrs. B. C. Moore of
Springville.
A Marine lieutenant and a
Navy captain from Clarksville
Base brought word of the death
to the Moores at 6:30 p.m.
Monday. They said a Jeen In
which he was a passenger Knick
a rock And turned over Feb. 12,
killing Moore.
• "He was a mechanic on the
guns at Hill 55, out from Da
Nang," his mother said. "He
wrote us this week, 'Mother,
they'll protect me all they can.
If! get it, the whole Hill 55 will
go.'
"I imagine he was on his way
to De Nang to get sonic gun
parts. He had said he was going
to have to make the trip."
The Moores were told his
body would be returned within
seven to 14 days.
Stockdale-Malin Funeral Home
at Big Sandy will be in charge of
61Fresis,C1eatt
electricity
heats homes
best
That's wtlat the occupants in half a million -all-electric homes using TVA power
think.
Electric heating's gentle, even warmth and clean comfort, without drafts, are
plus factors -over other kinds of heating systems. So is its safe, quiet, automatic
operation.
Why not install electric heating now?
The next time you feel a cold draft in your house, think about it. Then, call
us for full details and estimated cost for.ajresh, clean electric heating system.
The best..
ELECTRICITY DOES IT BEST'
MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
E. S. Ferguson, Superintendent
-
When in Rome
Leave Auto Hom
By BRENDA W. ROTZOLL
ROME (UPI) -Rome is a
great city to get around in-
as long as you don't drive. I
wish someone had told me that
before I bought a car.
The trouble is that you do
too much sightseeing just fig-
uring out where you're going-
like six times around the Col-
osseum looking for the way out
of town.
Parking is all but non-ex-
istent and one-way streetshave a disconcerting habit of
all running in the same direc-
tion in a given area - or of
changing directions every other
block.
To make it trickier, buses
and taxis are permitted to go
the "wrong" way down many
of the one-way streets.
In my first two months in
Rome I had to walk six blocks
down the side of a steep hill,
wait for a bus, ride ten minutes
and walk another 15 minutes
through tourist-jammed streets
to the United Press Interna-
tional office.
Then I bought a car.
I got it home without a
snatch, no mean achievementin a country where there areso many smashups that insur-ance companies refuse to in-sure one's own car.
The first morning I left my
apartment on the west side of
town 15 minutes later than us-ual. After all, I had cut more
arrangements.
Born July 18, 1950, in
Stewart County, Moore attended
schools at Dover and Springville.
He was employed by Copeland
Regrige ration Service here
before joining the Marine Corps
sly 18, 1967. He had been in
Vietnam since last August.
A brother, Marine Pvt. First
Class Bernard C. Moore, is
currently home on leave from
Camp Pendleton, Calif.
than a mile of walking out of
my schedule. A dozen "where
am I's" and three full parking
lots later, I arrived at work half
n hour late-after walking
three-quarters of a mile from
My parking Place.
The second morning I started
out on a route suggested by a
fellow worker. Orienting myself
to drive due north away from
St. Peter's Basilica, whose
dome I see from my house, I
wound up due with in St. Pet-
er's Square. I still don't know
how I did it.
The third morning I took the
bus.
• 
Final Winter
CLEARANCE
ALL
 v2 price
Piesses . • •
Values to 4.99 
Values to 6.95
Values to 7.95
Values to 8.95
Values to 9.95
Values to 10.95
SKIRTS _
CRAWLERS
'1.50
 '2.50
  '3.00
 '3.50
  '4.00
 14.50
1./2 "'PRICE and
1/2
LESS
PRICE and LESS
SHIPLEY YOUTH SHOP
West Main Street
•
Murray, Ky.:
•
• 
BIG 2-DAY
Friday and Saturday
PRICES CHOPPED FOR
REAL SAVIES
5 Only -
SWEATERS
Reg. 8.95
Sale 14.88
•
4 Only - MENS
SWEATERS
Reg. 10.95
Sale '5.22
10 ONLY
BOYS
All Purpose
COATS
Reg. 15.0e
NOW . . .
$10.22
5 Only - BOYS
ROBES
Now '2.22
•
MENS DRESS
GLOVES
Small Size.;
77* & 11.22
7 Pair - BOYS
CORDUROY
PANTS
Reg. 6.00
Now '3.88
•
One Lot - MENS
Sweat Shirts
Now 78*
•
 •
I ONE RACK
Girls
-SPORTSWEAR
Val. to 12.00
NOW 1/2
9 ONLY
GIRLS
SWEATERS
'1.22
•
One Group Ladles
SWIM SUITS
Reg. 12.99
Now '4.00
 •
13 ONLY
LADIES
Plaid
SKIRTS
Reg. 8.99
NOW . . •
$3.22
One Group
LADIES
SWEATERS
Reg. 5.99
Now '2.22
•
One Rack
SHOES
Val. to 6.00 - Now
'1.44 & 11.88
• 
ONE TABLE
LADIES
sS
ng
rlliES
$2.69 pr
. 15.00
13 ONLY
BEDSPRE'QS
Reg. 7.95  
Now '2.88
•
12 ONLY
SHOWER
CURTAINS
Reg. 1.99
31 ONLY
Ladies
SKIRTS
SOLID COLORS
Reg. 7.99
NOW . . .
$3.22
32 pr. KITCHEN
CURTAINS
Reg. 1.99
Sale '1.22
4 Only - Reg. 4.99
DRAPES
Sale '3.22
7 Only - keg. z.99
Drapes - - "2.22
0
AP
•
-Or
•
• •
•
rum six
mow, g GEAR Left • Extravehicular ac-
tivities suit, to be worn by the spacecraft
cc-rnmander and lunar module pilot on the
Apollo 9 mission and all future Apollo mis-
sions. It has an extravehicular visor and
gloves, lunar overshoes and a cover which
fits over umbilical connections on front.
It umiak* abatable pounds. Right Tele-
•
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vision cariteras capable of operating in the
vacuum of space and in the lunar module's'
special atmosphere The imaging tube
produces pictures in darkness, tan with-
stand temperatures from lunar daytime's
250 degrees F. to the lunar night's 300 be-
low zero. Holding the camera is Stanley
Lebar. a Westinghouse program manager.
LADIES ...
come and see our new shipment of
Nationally Advertised
SPRING SHOES
SAVINGS
UP TO 50%
wAllTIGATOR FalP __,w $15.00
GOOD SELECTION OF 4B SAMPLES
Be Sure to Register for the '5.00
Given Away Weekly with a
Purchase!
DISCOUNT SHOE CENTER
Hwy. 641 South - Next to Auto Auction
All Networ
Apollo IX In
Will Carry
ext Week
$y JACK OAVIR
NEW YORK Ore — The three
television networks will brae&
cast the same "spectacular"
Friday if the Apollo IX we
(WM begins as scheduled.
CBS has one of its "Play.
house original video drareas,
'The Experiment," on Tuesday.
Highlights br Feb. 121-Alarch
5.
Sumba
Speaker of the House Jobe
W. 16cCommdk will be Wm%
viewed ea ABCs "lames aid
Answers."
'The CBS Children's Film
Festival" presents "Doggie and
Three," a Czech movie about
a hors ties to a homeless dog
ABCs National Basketball As
asciation game is between Bal-
timore and Cineirsaati.
"taC ExPernebat in Televi-
sion" offers an original surreal-
istic comedy. "The Cube," by
Jim Hewers and Jerry Sub. A
maa srhe seems to be trapped
k a dooriess, windowless, trans-
lucent plaatie cube has some
emmeel *item
-"lbw 21st-Century" on CBS
the Baal half of First
Yea Months of Life," dealing
• childbirth.
NBC's Walt Disney hour pre-
MIMS the third and final par'
'Urns of the espionage adventureosa, "The Secret of Boyne Cox
Ed Sullivan's guests on CBS
lactude the Fifth Dimension mu-
meal group, Myron Cohen
Glenn Yarborough and Michele
Lee.
-The ABC Sunday Night Mo-
vie" screens "The Chase," star
ring Marion Brando.
Monday
"Stay Tuned" on ABC's "The
Avengers" finds Steed function-
ing as a weapon for a foreign
power, determined to murder a
kati government official.
Connie Stevens is the guest
star on NBC's "Rowan and Mar
tin's Laugh-In",
"Peyton Place" events on
ABC: Betty tells Steven her de
eision about the Peyton money,
Dr Rossi confronts Fred Rut
sell, Rita gives Maggie some
advice and Carolyn tells Low
some disturbing news. .
NBC's Monday night movies
is *The Ghost and Mr. Chick-
en," starring Don Knots.
Tuesday
Mel Tonne and iCaye Ballard
are guests on Jerry Lewis' NBC
Hour.
"Mod Squad" on ABC has "A
Reign of Guns." A wealthy arch
conservative forms a private
armed with stolen guns.
Singer Vikki Carr is the gueston Red Skelton's CBS Hour.There is a Sheriff Deadeyesketch.
NBC Tuesday Night at the
Movies" screens "The Perils ofPauline," starring Pat Boone.
"CBS Playhouse" presents a
Brciadway
By JACK GAYER
UPI Drama Editor
NEW YORK ( —"Lamp
Pt Midnight" never made it big
financially for playwright Bar-
rie Stains, but the important
thing is that, after some 20
years, it is still an asset not to
be scorned.
This 'worthy drama about the
17th century scientist, Galileo,
whose revolutionary concept of
the universe brought upon him
the wrath of the Inquisition of
the Roman Catholic Church,
.hai acquired a new lease on
life under the direction of no
less a stage giant than Sir Ty-
rone Guthrie.
A c001151/18-heildeil by Mor-
ris Carnovsky. long one of this
country's finest character stars,
has been put together by tee
noted Irish director for a
lengthy tour that may- bring
"Lamp at Midnight" to the
Broadway theater next season
for the first time.
The tour is of the type that
is of groivire importance to ac-
tors and the stage—one that
concentrates on performances
on the "college circuit" instead
of merely playing the now re-
stricted road-show route of key
Producers Robert T. Gaus
and Richard A. 'Emerson are
behind the enterprise that is
scheduled for 50 performance
dates coast-to-coast, a major-
ity of them on various college
campuses. The theme of the
play is considered to be espe-
cially pertinent in this era of
youthful skepticism about "the
establishment" and admiration
for those who dare to advocate
new ideas.
At first glance, it seems un-
usual that the prestigious
Guthrie should be associated
with such a venture, but there
really 13 little mystery about it. 'First, Guthrie has a long his-
tory of doing the unexpectedHe even helps run a jam-jelly-
condiment enterprise in his na-
tive Ireland.
Secondly, Guthrie seems to
be an admirer of Barrie Stevie'
work. He wrote the introduc-
tion to the published text of-Lamp at Midnight."
-Lamp at Midnight" firstwas presented in an off-Broad-ay production in December,1047, by • repertory group long extinct. Its critical receptionwas good.
fIlITHI REDUCTION ON .
SKIRTS & SWEATERS
$ 5.98-$ TOO a Now $2.00
$ 9.98-$14.00 Now $4.00
$14.08-$18.00 Now %AM
ALL OVER $18.00 Now $8.00
Clemmie Jordan. Shoppe
 •
SAUNA BATH
All Types of Exercises
Taking Applications for New Members
— Ladies Onty —
J&L HEALTH CLUB
iPRIVATE ('LUB)
Phone 753-7381 305 Spruce Street
tographer's model is involvedwith a narcotics and black-mailing ring.
Thursday
Bobbie Gentry-, Dan Dailey.Paul Lynde and the People
Tree are guests on Jonathan
Winters" CBS show.
"The CBS Thursday Night
Movies" screens "Sex and The
Single Girl," starting Natalie
90-minute drama, 'The Expert-
mane b lm M. WioleM
with M. E. Douglas, Barry Sul
liven; Tiede Sterling and Susan
Strasberg. A brilliant young
scientist collides with "The Es-
tablishment" Doris Day's Showand "CBS News Special" are
preempted.
"Merida Dickson Does HerThing" is the fare on ABC's"That's Life". The wife, seekingher identity, tries being an ac-tress. Tony Randall, Chita Riv-era and Rodney Dangerfieldhave roles.
Wednesday
Huffy St. Marie, Gary Puc-kett and the Union Gap and
John BYner are on "The Glen
Charnpbell Goodtime Hour" forCBS.
'The ABC Wednesday Nigh
Movie" screens "The Famil
Tyri Twin A Y—FERRIJABY 2Q 1909
Wood and Tony Curtis.
Dean Martin's guests on NBC
are Pat Boone, Angle plain
s3n, Paul Gilbert, George Go-
bet and Bobbi Martin.
Friday
The three net/wilts will start
the Amino IX launch coverage.
"A Wrath of Angels" is the
tare on NBC's 'The Name hi
the Game." Robert Stack lo is.
in this st3ry of a sill-
tent priest's efforts to fight
conditions in a slum owned by
a crime syndicate.
'The CBS Friday Night Mov-
ies" screens -The Glass-B,ttoin
Boat." starring Doris Day and
Rod Taylor.
"ABC's "Judd for the Defen-
se" has "An Elephant in a Cig-
ar Box." A European-born im-
porter, who distrusts all gov-
ernments, is charged with smug-
Jewels," starring Jerry Le'' 
gling.
ssiNBC's "Kraft Music Hall" ha . 
Saturday
'The CBS Golf Classic" has a
a musical variety hour starringi
first-round match between the
Jimmy Durante and Don Knott-with Jane Powell and the BajMarimba Band helping out.
teams of Julius Boros and Don
January and Kermit Zarley andIn "The Flip Side" on NBC's! 
Tommy Aaron. 
" 
"ABC's Wide World ofThe Outsider," a missing Pm-4 Sports" has the world figure
skating championships at Col-
orado Springs.
"Wonderful World of Golf"
on NBC has a Chicago match be-
tween winners of Feb. 15 and
Feb. 22 matches.
"NBC Saturday Night at the
Movies" screens "Some Like It
Hot," starring Tony Curtis, Mar-
ilyn Monroe and Jack Lenunon.
Bing Crosby is host on 'The
Hollywood Peewit" for ABC.
Others appearing include Gary
Crosby, the Temptations. Frank
Sinatra, Jr. and Guy Marks.
In the CBS "Bennis" episode,
the detective meets with con-
flicting stories as he seeks a
missing building contractor.
Sines 1111141
Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINE
fAIMORIALS
Porter White -Mon.,.,
111 Maple St. 753-2512
RELIEF OR NO COST
STOMACH ULCERS
POOR DIGESTION
HEARTBURN
DUE TO EXCESS ACID
--•sis Over IS Memos Packages elMILANO'S TAILITS have hems INK
Welard's Wes eesteskee ear rod. ehish
is art qi time doe mow d eismech douse.
sad et &Missed is eines Ssmse,ewlf Inge.Ise coo the tenanted eurtem al the stow
ask The mottos base prethiel thee soh
Need Nese frees mom eel/ a the pee
—55 doesteo
*mid 154.y Is. Trial Wm
At the add Mese dem rem Fes ege
thoroughly conotoond said eatofird, the tun
webers prim mei be miswrite te yee.
Holland Drug
Dale & Stubblefield
Dr. V. W. Etherton
753-0001 201 NL 5th Street
SAUNA BATH
Mondays and Fridays
9 a.so;-to 4 p-att.
Receptionist Will Be In Attendance
Chiropractic Office Hours:
Tuesdays and Thursdays
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturdays
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
ON SALE FRIDAY & SATURDAY
14 1.11. WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY SPECIAL!!
4000 YARDS - REGULAR 79e TO '1.49 YARD
SPRING & SUMMER
COTTONS
Celebrating Washington's Birthday, with the greatest Fabric Buy of the new 
Spring and Summer
season! Brand new Cottons and Avril and Cotton Blends from 
one of America's Foremost Mills
now at a fractioriot regular pries. Full bolts, first 
quality. All new Spring '69 colors and patterns.
* 10% 
COTTON 
PRINTS
* 
*VOL AND 
COTTON 
PRINTS
* NEW 
STRING '69 
COLORS AND 
PATTERNS
* FULL 
BOLTS, FIRS'T 
QUALITY
* 1FROM 
FAMOUS 
AMERICAN 
MILLS
* 
;41011 
YARDS TO 
CHOOSE FROM
OVER 4 
* 
SAVE UP TO 
SI.13 A 
YARD
We cannot tell a 
lie . . . This is 
the
Greatest Fabric 
Value of the Season!!
Be there early 
Friday, for best s
election!'IMMO
•
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PTA HONORS PRESIDENT-Mrs. Hoyt Miller (right) ispictured as she presented a silver nay to Mrs Rex ADMEN.;president of Puryear PTA. The presentation was madeThursday night when Founder's Day was observed by theParent-Teacher Assocaition of Puryear High School.
Tribuie Paid To
Puryear PTA'ers
On Founder's Day
Founders day was observed
by the Parent Teacher
Association of Puryear High
School at their regular meeting
'Thursday night. Past presidents,
teachers, and outstanding
members were recognized.
Put presidents attending
were Mrs. Thomas Duncan, Mrs.
Edward Fitts, Mrs. J. C. Hooper,
Mrs. Harvey Paschall and Tellum
M. Gallimore. Each were
presented i PTA Objects
bookmark.
Mrs. Jerry M. Jones,
PTA secretary and Mrs. Charles
Wilson were presented letter
openers, bearing the PTA
emblem for their loyal service to
the PTA and school. -
Mrs. Ewell Orr, Mrs. Hoyt
Miler, Mrs. Thomas Alexander,
Mrs. Willie Vinson and Mrs.
Elisha Tayloe, were presented
with stationery bearing the PTA
emblem, for their contribution
to the orginization and school.
Mr. arid Kenwood Robinson,
Charles Wilson and Mrs William
Atchison, the school principal,
were also given special
recognition.
At the conclusion of the
meeting, in behalf of the
membership of the Puryear PTA,
Mrs. Hoyt Miller presented Mrs.
Rex Albritten, president, with a
beautiful silver tray.
The PTA prayer was used as
the benediction and the group
were served refreshments in the
school cafeteria.
Thinking about remodeling
your youngster's bedroom?
Choose durable surfacing ma-
terials that can take the pun-
ishment they're bound to get
In a child's room. Wall and.
floor coverings that can stand
rough wear will probably cost
more initially, but are usually
more economical in the long
run. Ceramic tile, for exam-
ple, is practically indestructi-
ble when thstalled properly.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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for example, should be sure to
check with the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) or a competent tax
adviser about the rules on which
parent may claim the $6
exemption fora dependent child.
These rules were changed in
1967.
Another tax break is open to
a woman who is single, married,
widowed, divorced or deserted
and who is responsible for the
care of children or disabled
dependents. Under certain
circumstances she may deduct
up to $600 a year for expenses
ineakrred in hiring someone to
care for a child or dependent --
up to $900 for more than one -
while she is at work or looking
fur work.
A man can claim child care
expenses only if he's widowed,
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pecial Features of Law
May Save You Money
EDITOR'S NOTE: Special
circuinstances may entitle you
to a tax break this year. Some
of them are disclosed in this
last of five articles prepared by
United Preas botornatiolial to
help you save money in filling
out your federal income tax
return which is due April 15.
By JAMES L. SRODES
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
average taxpayer may not be
aware of or affected by certain
specie' features of the federal
income tax laws, but they could
able to claim a tax credit for
them_ Look for details in IB-•
publication 514.
If you use gasoline for
purposes other than fuelini a
car or other highway vehicle --
for example a boat, tractor.
airplane or power equipment--
you can claim a credit of 2 cents
per gallon -- 4 cents for farming
purposes-- for the gasoline treed
IRS form 4136 is the one to ti6e
and publications 308 and 378
can tell you how to do it
mean big savings for you if "Miscellaneous deductions- isyou
qualify.---- a category which nearly ern,-
Divorced or separated body can claim. There's space
Parer.'" for them on Form 1040. Here
following deductions:
Travel to and from work;
entertaining friends; any
payments made in violation of
the law (such as a bribe); cash
or property which has been lost,
or damage caused by rust, gradual
erosion or deterioration.
Woe It Itimieeto
Pimiento stuffed olives, shrimand bacon make up a festivo
hors d'oeuvre. Shell and deven1 pound (about 3 medium un
cooked) shrimp. Split tdoinip
lengthwise without cutting allthe way through. Sprinkle with
monosodiuni glutamate. Halve30 small pimiento-stuffed olives
lengthwise and place 2 halves inthe center of each shrimp. Wrapeach with a half slice of baconand fasten with toothpicks.
THURBDAY-1723RUARY 20. 1969
One Teacher Role:
Seeing Double
87'. LOULS UPI) - Mrs.
Yvonne Wise a kindergarten
teacher in St. Louis, constantly
sees double in. her work. In her
classroom, there are four sets
of twins-three sets of boys,
one set of girls.
Mrs Vitae, admitting confus-
skin sometimes. explaina why
_Too sets are Neer°.
-Two seta are Caucasian.
-Two seta are identical
-Two seta were born one
month apart.
-Two sets were born in the
same month-
-Two lets were born on hoi-
idays-Christmas and 'Menke-
giving.
-Two sets of boys have Use
same first names-James and
John.
Mrs. Wine said, "all four 501.5
have perfect attendance - so
they can confuse me every
day,"
are some of the common types
of expenses which may properly
be claimed as naiscellanenut^
deductions: -
Alimony and separate mainte-
nance payments; attorneys and
accountants fees in contesting a
tax claim; the premium on' a
pond paid by a bonded employe:
fees paid to an employment
agency that obtained a job or
you; expenses incurred in con-
nection with any training'.br
education taken to maintain i Or
improve skills required by your
job; entertainment of custoiners,
if not reimbursed by as
employer; safe deposit bus
rentals for investments: union
dues; tools; uniforms or
protective clothing re9uired
your work and not suitable (Or
general wear, and rambling losses )
divorced or legally separated fret!' Tbiit Only to the extent they
his wife, Of 11 abets incapacitated'Wfset gantbling winnings. YQU
Of institutionalized. Again, if you
think this situation applies to
you, check with IRS.
Persons 65 or over may be
eligible for "retirement ineome
credit- which is better than a
deduction because It reduces the
amount of taxes owed and not
the amount of income to be
taxed. Persons under 65 may
qualify for this credit if their
retirement income is from a
public retirement system.
A self-employed businessman
ma v be entitled to a tax credit
_if he _invested money duriog the cation specialist at theyear certain - ta„04,- versity of Nebraska.property, other than livestock,
which will be used in his business
for at least four years. Details
are in ,IRS ,pithlication 534.
' 15f vu lived abroad in a
foreign -ountrs or a U.S. territon
during the past year and paid
income taxes there, you ma) be.
"MOST WANTED"-- Thomas
J. Lucas iabovei, wanted in
the robbery-of a- Baltnrierre
bank in 1968, is added to
the FBI's list of "Ten Most
Wanted Fugitives." A na-
tive of Durham, N.C., Lucas
is 24. weighs 200-210, is 6-
feet-3. He wears a gun in a
shoulder holster.
S
COLOR T.V. SPECIALS 1
Shop and Compare
WE CAN MATCH ANY QUALITY
WE CAN TOP ANY PRICE
0° WE CAN TOP ALL WARRANT1
NLY URTIS-MA HES IFFE
THE 8-YR. PRO-RATED, PI,CTURE TUBE WARRANTY
2 Full Years PLUS 6 Years Pro-Rated
TV REPAIR ON ALL -BRANDS . . . FAST,EXPERT SERVICE ON COLOR AND
BLACK & WHITE
All WItai. FALUN Guaranteed -
ALSO ANTENNA & TOWER WORK
Many Good Used TVs
T.V. SERVICE CENTER
"We Truly Appreciate Your Business" z
312 N. 4th 753-5865 "
Stopping distance
ice at a speed (if on I% 2Ti
an .hour ranges froitt
200 feet.
can't claim a net loss from
gambling.) -
You CANNOT claim the
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According to the rood 'Drug Administration, no drugwill melt away fat. Somedrugs help curb the appetitebut they should be prescrthWand taken under a physician'ssupervision. A person wlioneeds to lose more than a feWpounds should see a physicianfor Instruction,- says Hsi&
Becker, Extension health edit,
if'
it
I.
:5 fail'
A PENNY SAVED is a penny
remade, says the Treasury
Department in effect in in-
troducing the spruced tip
1969 Lincoln head. The orig
inal die. cut in 1909, is at
top. In the middle it now is
flattened with long usage
At bottom is the new one.
amounting to a shave and a
haircut for 16th president
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• .By George! It's the Truth!
SAY-rite Has lialues Galore
Celebrate George Washington's Birthday With Savingsand More Savings • Yours Only at SAV-RITE!!
SAVE on HEALTH
AIDS & PAIN
RELIEVERS!
Compare Say-Rite's
Prices on Hair
Care Needs!
I.
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HERITAGE
VITAMINS
for Adults of All Ages
$1.59
Value
BUFFgRIPI
There's more seeing for you againstpain wPh flufforin in the safetyPlastic bottle an tam.i.
994
Valve 62
SUAVE
HAIR
SPRAY
for
Keeping
Hair
Lovlier
Reg. or Hold
• 99* Value
42c
minvicusiug.iitw• • • Too
"00,04.
SIGHT
GUARD
ettis:atlinsgror„)
This Coupon
Worth 9..00
or RIGHT GUARD
DEODORANT SPRAY
13-os. - $2.29 Value
Coupon Good thru
Feb. 22, 1969 •121.
FkiM2.9Sui.2Y/ArviitenvuusavviSin
SAV-RRITE HAS COMPLETE
SELECTION of DEODORANTS
BRECK
SHAM
POO
For Dry, Oily
Normal Hair
16-oz.
$1.89 Value
$102
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BAYER ASPIRINS
you quick relict! ioo tab_
Not Just part annirin -hut ion% anoirin ro
lets.
Me V •lue
66*
BRECK SET
Reg. or extra hold withmore body for lastingsets.
111.re vai•
66°
•
NEW DRY'
ban
ANT 1-PLRSPIRANT
Kew yii-u sa dry you can
see the diffenence
$1.69
Value 92c
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BAN ROLL-ON
Stops Odor for
24 Hours
111.05 Yale*
66*
!I:
ALKA-SELTZER
nise• fart w,f for
set stomach. flew itemr-s- 39.tfon. hearhurn,
:5 tablet.
85 CURAD
"OUCHLESS"
BANDAGES
Value291 -
VO-5 RINSE
Otves lustre and oouy toJust-shampooed hair.7-os.
51 5nine
66*
MENNEN PUSH-BUTTON
DEODORANT
Economy Size
$1.45 Salve
88*
12-oz. size
41.1.N
Valve
624t
Micrin Oral
ANTISEPTIC
For better oral byeene, use Micrinmouthwanh and ifR - Wan finefor minor wore throat Pain; nave1170!
N. 4th St.
East Side of Square
TAME with BODY
For fine, limp hair with-out body.
11145 Valve
780
COS;i:krIa3N!JFFS
Value
ROLLER PERM
Kit with 30 speeded roll-
er* for styang ha
52.75 Valets
'1.59
LILT
Super, regular or gentle
home permanent for easy
lotion waving, ,
81.28TONI
Get the advanoe look per-
manent with Toni super,
regular or gentle.
Ilia 1.,•
'1.28
LYS6L
SPRAY
DISINFECTANT
$19 $128Value 
MENS SUPPLIES, ALL ATDISCOUNT PRICES
• • •
Gillette
$1.45
VALUE 82
Shave the
Smooth
Easy Way:
with
GILLETTE
Stainless
Steel Blades
10
BLADES
ENGLISH LEATHER
Body Talcum
Deodorant
111.110 Value
100/0 Discount On All Film Developing
ARde
M144M Ell•=1 Uinta laBal s.
lasom =me = = • = = • = = • M. = • = TOTAL DISCHNT CHUB 
Peanuts®
Se:
STORE HOURS:
8 A.M.-5P.M.
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by Charles M. Schulz
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That 10 Per Cent Tax Surcharge
Won't Hurt Much in '68 Return
EDITOR'S NOTE: It's Anon
inclose tax-pyiss tine again
Legally you ham maul midnight
Apri 15 to Se yoar federal in.
mune tax return. But it's none
too Doom to start getting ready
for it.
To help yam, United Pies
Inteesational has prepared a five
part series on how to file your
tax retina. The internal Revenue
Service checked the article for
accuracy. Following is the first
of theweries.
By JAMES L. SRODES
WASHINGTON (1.P1) -- If
you dread doing your 1968 fe-
deral income tax return because
you're afraid that much discussed
10 percent surcharge will bite a
big hole in your wallet. relax It's
not going to hurt that much.
In the first place, the sur-
charge was not in effect for the
entire year 1968, ,but only for
the Ian nine months. Therefore.
it will amount to only 7.5 per
cent on a full-y ear basis.
The unportant thing to most
people is that withholding taxes
worn intisstod upwards hat ageing
to toter the surcharge, an the
chances are you've already paid
most of it.
The Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) says the average taxpayer
may find his usual refund re-
duced by $IO or $20. or may
find he owes $10 or S20 more
than he's accustomed to pay
above withholding.
But if your earnings were sub-
ject to withholding during the
year. the impart of the surcharge
at tax return time won't be very
traumatic
Last year. out of 73 ntillion
tax returns filed. 51 million tax-
payers qualified for re funds,while
22. million found they had to
fork over some extra. cash to
square accounts with the govern-
ment IRS expects the break-
down will be roughly the same in
=lazes returns - - notwith-the surcharge.
MUST FILE
The first aluestion you nem
to answer at tax time is whether
"THEYTEI NOT GOU4G TO GET THIS 0001,-. was the_ word of
Bob Triplett. 26. in chaining his car to a utility pole in the
Ohio Bell Telephone Co. repair lot in Akron, Ohio. He lost
two to thieves in three months.
you have to file a return at all.
The law says you must file
• tax return if you are under
age 65 and had income of 11600
or more last year.
A off-employed bashiemmes
must, regard/on of age, fie a ni-
non if his net canon. were
$400 or more. That's tree vim
if all his income - • iodising
money corned maids the his
nese - • came to less than MOO.
People who earned lens than
$600 last year but had taxes
withheld from their pay should
file a return anyway. It's the
only way they can get a refund.
This is important for youngsters
who had summer jobs last year.
If you have to file, the next
question is, which form? The
government lets you choose be-
tween the "short" form 1040A
and the "long'. form 1040. '
You can use the short form
1040A if you earned less than
$10,000 last year provided also
that your inclome coed of
wages subject to wilidteldiug
an no more than $200 of other
wages, interest or division's.If
you had any other forms of in-
come, you must use the long
form 1040.
If you made less than *5,000
lest year and use the short
form 1040A, the IRS will figure
your taxes and either send a
refund or bill you for the balance
due,
Just mail in your copy of the
-2 withholding statement and
your filled out short form and
leave the rest to IRS.
DEDUCTIONS
insurance.
You must woe the long turns
if last year you:
Earned 110,000 but rscaind
more than $200 of other wages,
interest, or dividends; had any
other kind of income to report:
claim status as a "head of hosnie-
spouse"
(more about these ater):. cake
a sick pay exciewon; paid an
estimated tax last year. pay
the self-employment tat.: claim
travel or business expenses, or
take an exemption under a "mul-
tiple support agreement
hold" or "surylvinf
Norwegian
Air Losses
OSLO (UPI)-The Norwegian
Air Force lost seven aircraft in
1968 - four F-5 Northrop jet-
fighters, two UH-1B helicopters
and one C119 transport plate.
One fighter pilot, two tech-
nicians and a passenger were
killed in the crashes. In 1967,
the Norwegian Air Force had no
Ion of life.
Life expectancy in India has
risen from 32 to 50 years in len
than 20 years_
• s
The first book printed in
America was the "Bay Psalm
Book" ltCasnhrdige. Man. in
1640.
1 7 0011-AtAPI V S DONS ONDI TIOI A SHAD VAUD Y OfSOWN VOT-11U5 ft, FORDA NANO. ODA WANG To
•••MMIUMIlf M. lati.
Justice
NEW YORK (UPI) - In
Brooklyn, uccording to TIME
CAPSULE 1925, a recently pub-
lished paperback, a fish peddler
and a laundry wagon driver left
their horses uncovered in a storm.
Hauled to court they were sent
to stand coatless, hatless, for 15
minutes in a winter rain. Mag-
istrate Golden said: "Now you
know what it feels like."
Ti' Phantom Ship, a mass of
Lava is Southern Oregon's Crater
Lake, looks like a ship in full
sail by moonlight.
Uaerwater Thienw 
HELSINKI (UPI) - After
more than a nionth of invest-
igation paha nil me 10v
dark about who stole 300 fret
of the ninny's telephone calla
from the bottom of the sea
Telephone links between the
Finnish coin goad ami the
coastal artillery were brakes
when the thieves hauled up the
cable from a depth of 15 hot
and sawed off an enOspound
chunk
The population of the U.S.
Virgin Islands has increased 35
per cent in the lest fare ye
.5 
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But remember, if you use the
short form, you wilt not be al-
lowed to itemize your deduc-
tions. And deduction& are one
of the best ways of reducing
your tax bill.
Short form users are required
to take a standard deduction;
either the 10 per tent standard
deduction or the minimum stan-
dard deduction, )skiich is reflec-
ted on the tax table if your in.
come is less than $5000. If
you want to itemize, you have;
to use the long form 1040-'- -
Chances are you'll want to ,
itemize if in 068 you paid in-
terest on a - home mortgage.
made large contributions to cha-
rity. had big doctot bills, paid
alimony or suffered a big c
ty loss that wasn't covered by
4th & Main
MEW Kl.
Swww, Mai
3-MECE SMARM
MENU FOR SAM
••••••• $1.13
Store Hours 8:30-5:00
Friday 910 pm
BEN FRANKLIN
Women's SNEAKERS
- White canvas with 4
eyelets, vinyl sole.
BED
PILLOW
Special
840
reg $1.99
AT OUR . s • GRAND OPENING Wein, Mardi 1st
(Hours: 9A.M. to 5 P.M.)
$200.00 Free Dm* for Mal hifig Muds
ASK ABOUT HIGHER EARNINOS MINIS
TA% 5%
CERTIFICATES CE RTIFIC.AT ES PAS VIM* i
($ 10,000 Min.) (S 3, 000 Min.) actsr. lay 
HIGH-GRADE StAINIESS TAOLEVIAN
AND CUTLERY WITH NEW SAVINGS ACCOVIITS
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College Takes Students
To Where the Action Is
CANTON, MO. (UPI)
When students at Culver-Stock ton
,i1; College set out for classes, it's
&not always a simple matter of
, grabbing their books and
hustling across campus.
Classes for three weeks this winter
took them along the Santa Fe
Trail, the sidewalks of New York
and through businesses, factories,
national libraries and Mark
Twain's boyhood home.
It was all part of a three-week
"Interim ,ession," enabling the
*students to take concentrated
academic work in specialized,
fields.
The most exhaustive and compre-
hensive course was a "Seminar in
Contemporary Performance in
Fine Arts." The drama, music
and art students and two in-
structors made the rounds of
theater, opera, concert and ballet
productions in New York. Also
Con the itinerary. were Alie
ganders at churches, art gallenelt,
museums and Radio CB% Music
Hall.
History students and buffs started
in Santa Fe, N.M., and weaved
their way along the Santa F.-
Trail for three weeks. In towns
on the way they ;were greeted by
Chamber of Cominerce repre-
sentatives and speakers who
•
S
•
guided them about historic spots.
Twain Study
English students in the Mark
Twain, seminar journeyed to
Hannibal and Florida, Mo., for.
look at scenes from the
liumorist's childhood.
A first-hand look at urban
problems was given a sociology
clam in Wichaa, Kan. And a
field biology class made a camp-
ing survey and study trip to the
southwestern states and parts of
Mexico. Business majors visited
companies and factories in •
three-state area.
About the only class dose to
campus was the one called "Oper-
ation Research." And those
mathematics majors - huddled
about the school's computers for
three weeks to develop techniques
in decision-making by machines.
For the professors the field tripe
were chance of a lifetime.
Aasoclate history professor Olga
Bays said before she left for
Santa •Fe,- "I think I am as
excited 'about it as the students
'On their return the students were
put through oral and written
examinations over what they had
witnessed and experienced.
PRESIDENTIAL "FLEET"- Three yachts for use of President
Nixon ride at anchor in Washington Navy Yard. He re-
named two, one Julie and one Patricia, for his daughters.
The Julie goes to his winter retreat at Key Biscayne, Fla.
The other stays in Washington for Potomac River cruising.
The third presidential yacht iupper righti is the Sequoia.
•
• ATHE LEDGER & TIMES MURRAY, KENTUCKY
EMPIRE WEDDING DRESS, long and lovely is delicately conceived in white cotto -laceWith seaming under the high small bodice. Scallops of tiny pearls gracefully accent the Vneckline and edge the long slim sleeves and hem of the A-line skirt. To complement thewhole is a large white flowery headpiece and train veil, Both designed by Bridal Couture
V
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Spring's Promise: Romantic Weddings
By TAD ROWADY
FASHION casts a magical
spell over the new Spring sea-
son and envelops young brides
in romantically fresh, fragile-
looking and feminine cottons.
Spring promises wedding
gowns that are ladylike, de-
mure and always embellished
with flowers, delicate beading
or appliques. They are newest
and prettiest when they mim-
ic the lines of daytime wear
and when they are designed
to be worn again, after that
momentous event.
According to the National
Cotton Council, Spring bridal
silhouettes in cotton are a
happy marriage of small deli-
cate bodices and long flowing
skirts. Sleeves are a fashion
essential and they come long
and billowy, long and slim,
short and puffed or widely
flared at the wrist. Most ex-
quisite are the gowns that axed- - -
reminiscent 'of owe girl party
frocks or soft, charming ut-
terly feminine dresses.
Sashes, belts or ribbons
mark waistlines while flow-
ers. appliqued or three-dimen-
sional, are sprinkled here and
there to give the illusion of
a garden cover. Shirring.
tucks and pleats are part of
the bridal scene. too Attract-
ing less attention but impor-
tant fashions to watch are the
Juliet dresses and those with
the Medieval feeling.
Who is today's-contempor-
ary bride? She is basically a
traditionalist who wants a
formal June wedding and
likes to mark the occasion
with a super wedding gown of
white. Almost half of all first
brides are between the ages
of 18 and 20 and will be en-
gaged for about 10 months
before the happy day.
Today's bride is well edu-
cated and curious, keeping
herself busy either working.
going to school or both.
YELLOW-CENTERED DAISIES cover the skirt of a neo-.
Victorian demure wedding dress shaped of white cotton or-
gandy. It boasts softly collared V neck, billowy sleeves and'
bowed waistline. Dress and straw hat by Bridal Couture.
tend they exceed, 1 per cent of releduct contributions to churchesDeductions uestion•- • our adjusted gross income. land Charities. Your total deduc-e For example: If your ad- (ion is generally limited to 20
per cent of income. But you can
deduct an additional 10 per cent
(up to 30 per cent) for contribu-
tions to churches, schools, tax-
exempt hospitals and other chari-
ties which are supported by the
general public or government
grants.
INTEREST: You may deduct
the interest you paid on a home
mortgage, bank loan, car loan
or installment purchase.
TAXES: A wide variety of
usted gross income was $10,000
. To Itemize or Not _ were $178, leaving $78 to beand your drug bills last year
WairirS SRODES
IVASHINGTIVS (U-P1) -'To
take some of the inflation out
of your tax bill, make sure you
take every deduction you are
legally entitled to claim.
Deductions reduce the amount
of income on %filch you are re-
quired to pay taxes. They are a
form of compensation to you
for certain expenses which Con-
gress says deserve special treat-
ment.
You must first decide whethes
you want to claim a standard
newspaper advertising
could make the difference
BETWEEN BEING OPEN FOR BUSINESS...
AND DOING BUSINESS
Turning so-so into great, that's the difference newspaper advertising can
make! Successful businessmen tell their sales story again and again ...
and tell it where it does the most good, in the pages of this newspaper.
Ask us for details on how display advertising con work for you.
PT, THE Ledger & Times
PHONE 753-1916
to
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counted among vour medical
expenses. Nnd your medical ex-deduction or itemize your dilit
d„9thins..T,;1 %. safe !;.era 
ma 
would be deductible on .k
want to figure %our tax bat thr amount they exceed 3
ways to see winch saves you per cent of $10.000, or $300.
more money. But you can still claim .half of
There are two ways of claim_Liour medical insurance prein-
imnogsta 
common
nd 
is
setdo 
deductuction.Trums came to ess than $300.
s eve" if
ill l
your total medical
per cent of your adjusted gro  CONTRIBUTIONS: You may
income - your total income less
any money you are entitled to
deduct or exclude. Thus, if your
adjusted gross income is $9.45(
you'd be entitled to a 10 poi
tent deduction of $945.00
Or you could claim what is
called the "minimum standard
 deduction." This is $200 ploi
$100 for each exemption which
you claim or $100 plus VW*
for each exemption if you are
married and file separately. A
married couple with three child:
ren would be entitled to a mm
imunt standard deduction
$700.00
• The 10 taid-
'deduction works better than the
minimum standard deduction for
everyone except large families of
low income.
The limit on either form is a
$1.000 ceding on the amount of
deduction you can claim - 150(3
for married persons filing sep-
arately. Even ifyouiincome was
120,000, your maximum stand-
ard deduction is still 11,000.
Usually, it is better to item-
ize deductions, especially if you
paid interest on a home moor--
gage, contributed large sums to
churches or charities, had 11R-
u/wally big medical bills, paid
alimony or suffered a big casual-
ty loss that was not covered by
inaurance.
There's no ceiling on the $otal
amount you can claim if you
itemize deductions. But there
are strict rules that apply to the
various types of deductions.
Here are some of the de-
ductions which most taxpayers
can take advantage of:
MEDICAL EXPENSES -_Yots
can claim a deduction of one,
half the amount you spent in
1968 on medical insurance cov-
erage up to a limit of $150.
You get this deditelion regard-
less of how much your other
you add up your otwheerer 
Thenmedical expenses
and dental expenses, including
the balance of your medical
insurance payments and if the
total comes to more than :1 per
cent of your adjusted gross in
Come, you .can claim a deductim
Inc the amount by which it
exceeds 3 per cent. The re:unkind
er of medical insurance is in
eluded under the 3 per cent rule
The roost of drugs and medicines
may lw figured into your med-
ical expenses only to the e
4
4
4
I
4112
4
state and local taxes are de-
ductible. These include real es-
tate taxes, gasoline taxes, gen-
eral sales taxes, state and local
income taxes and personal pro-
perty taxes.
CASUALTY IOSSES: You
may deduct a property tom from
a storm, fire, flood, theft or.
accident, if it wasn't covered by
insurance. But the law requires
you to absorb the first $100 of
a non-business loss before claim-
ing a deduction.
Death Valley in California;
is also known as the "Valley
of Burning Silence.-
* *
Motor vehicle deaths-in the— -
Vnited States dulling 1968 are
estimated at 54.900, says. the
National .1utomobile Club.
Nearly all ths dried apricots
produced in the United States
are grown-in California.
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USE OUR RAIN CHECK PROGRAM.
Because of an expected heavy
demand for All-Weather IV tires,
we may run out of some sizes
during this offer, but we will be
happy to order your size tire at
the advertised price shown in
price box and issue you a rain
check tor future delivery of the
merchandise,
6.50x 13 blackwal I tube-
less plus $ I. PF Fed. Ex.
Tax and old tire
Brand New
ALL-WEATHER IV
• Your best tire buy in its price range
• Extra mileage Tufsyn Rubber
• Track tested for 100 milts it 100 miles
per-hour
ANY OF THESE sins
ONE LOW PRICE
7.75 x IS 7.75 x 14 025 x 14
Blackwell Tubeless
$11.95
plus $1.-kto St St•Fed Ex
Tax depending on size and
old tore
"GOODYEAR NATION-WIDE 'NO LIMIT' GUARANTEE"
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NO MONEY DOWN • EASY TERMS • FREE MOUNTING!
210 Main Street
Microwave Balancing $1.50 Per Wheel
MINUS
Phone 153-5611
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Land
Transfers
Billy Joe Wilson and Robbie
Nell Wilson to Carl R. Howard
1.14 acres on Kentucky Highway
121, Concord Road.
Carl 11. Howard to George Co-
leman Clibley and Patsy Ass
Seen 011May; lot in Gatesboroo-
gb Estates fiebdivision.
Carl Howard to Donald R. Tac-
ker and Bobby Grogan; property
on South 18th Street.
Leon C. Jones and ADM F.
Jones to James R. Carson and
Rita E. Carson, lot on Henry
Street in Meadowlane Subdivis-
ion.
Joe Hal Spann and Sue H.Spa-
nn to Burger Chef Systems, Inc.,
of Indianapolis, Ind., deed of con-
veyance to property on Main Str-
eet.
Joe Hal Spann and Sue M. Spa-
nn to Burger Chef Systems, Inc.;
agreement on property in deedof
conveyance.
Afadavitt of descent of J. H.
Harwell, died July 14, 1946, to
Mary Harwell Easily.
Telma N. Mcpcmgal to Robert
W. McDaniel; change In Utle to
sixty acres in Calloway cowry.
Rawl W. McDaniel to Tabus
N. McDaniel and Estelle McDo-
ugal; chine in title to sixty so'
'en in Calloway Coney.
John W. Long and Patricia L.
Long to Eldon E. Heathcott and
Blanch E. Heatimott; lot In Mead-
°viand Subdivision.
Gerald H. Richerson to Hegh B.
Wallace; three acres in Calloway
County.
Mary Louise Steele of Hardin-
sburg to W. C. Simmons, deed of
conveyance to Lot in city of Hazel.
Fred L. Bailey, Mabel E. Bail-
ey, Jesse McKimey, Neva McKi-
nney, E. Owen BillIngten, and
Elvie Billington, all of Murray,
Bernard C. Rice,and Eugenia B.
Rice of Sikeston, Mo., to Lance
E. Booth and ktarye D. Booth;
three lots In Lakeway Stores
Subdivision.
Mid State Homes, Inc., of Tam-
pa , Fla.. to Richard L. Healy and
-
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Joan W. Healy; property in Call-
oway County.
Iglebeart Farms, Inc. with
Lorraine Farmer; contrict for
use of bad br ten year period.
Dorothy W. Miles to Jean Wil-
cox Miles of Isla Verde, Puerto
Rico, and Jerry Keith Miles of
Fort Worth, Texas; about seven-
ty acres in Calloway County.
Barbara Nell Harris Erwin of
Cheyenne, Wyoming. to B. H.
Brown, lot at 6th and pliveStree-
ts.
Story Of A Doll
And Milk Bottle
NEW YORE tUPD—A soil-
ed ragged doll led to invention
of the glass milk bottle. says
the National Dairy Council.
Dr. Harvey D. Thatcher, a
druggist in Potsdam, N.Y., de-
signed the first one in 18114 af-
ter watching a milk delivery-
man fish such a doll-out of the
40-quart can from which he
dispensed milk at three cents a
quart The doll had been drop-
ped in it by a little girl while
the milkman's back was turn-
ed. Couldn't smaller contain-
ers prevent such accidents?
Thatcher made a wooden
model for an ink bottle manu-
facturer who produced the ear-
ly hand-blown milk bottles.
The ftrst dealer to use them
almost killed the project. He
went back to the old milk cans
after jostling of his wagon
caused most of the milk to spill.
Others eventually began us-
ing the bottles, but their in-
ventor died in poverty. He Is
memorialized by display of two
of his original milk bottles in
the public museum at Pots-
dam; and a new dining hall
at the State University College
3f Education is named for him.
A new device is designed to
eliminate or prevent car theft.
It consists of an adjustable
steel shaft shaped likea shep-
herd's staff—but with a crook
at both ends One steel hook
locks firmly onto the brake
pedal and the other on the
steering wheel, making it im-
possible to turn the wheel or
operate the brake. When not
in use, simply slide under the
front seat.
aftseum capruggp- Two US Special Forces soldiers examine part of a cache of Com-
munist weapons found in Long BinhsProvince of South Vietnam. The .arsenal includes
five tons of mines and several types of anti-aircraft ordnance
Consumers Call
Outlook Bright
NEW YORK (UPI)
America* consumers continue
to express strong optimism about
the earmonsy but they appagrat-
ly are in no mood to touch oils
art= tree' 
reports the
Na In stria! _unfamiliar
Board's (NICB) latest consumer
survey.
The survey, conducted for
N1CB by National Family Opin-
ion Inc., covered a cross-section
of 10,000 families. About 42
per cent of the families consider
61.1afts conditions good. up five
points from last year at this
time. Only 14 per cent believe
that jobs are hard to get. down
from the year-ago reading.
— 111011111•T IIINTUOILY
Qealifiestions
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - An in-
surance fins inserted a news
paw advertieeseset headlined:
rusebudget Wested." The ad
said.
"Mail wanted to senrch and
examine tides. Most be mike-
bus, fastidious, exact, precise,
orderly, accurate. orpntaad. 000-
scientious, combat,
curious, diapiinod, 17=
scrupulous, punctilious. p.'
tic War, querulous, and, finical."ID •
Cherry pie can be made from
either water-pack or sugar-syrup
canned cherries with the same
recipe by adjusting the sugar in-
gredient. For an 8-inch pie using
a I-pound 4-ounce can of water-
pack cherries, add 2/3 cup of
sugar.
A pre-Pro(rammed tehipbelle
alarm system which will auto-
matically call police if a hams
or business 1a broken into now
is available. The manufacturer
says when there's an intruder
the system automatically con-
tacts police or are departments
with pre-recorded information.
giving authorities the name
and address of the troubled lo-
cation The system operates on
• two-track system connected
to house current If there is a
power failure, batteries take
over, Insuring fail-safe opera-
tion.
Eiectrospace Corp.. 404
Concord Ave.. Bronx. N.Y.).
TBUR8DAY--11,351tUARY 20. INS-
ICE PACK HULIACHE- --It's a real hullache for the 250-fcot tanker Detroit, waiting for the
Coast Guard cutter Arundel to free it from an eight-foot-thick ice pack in Lake Michigan
about six miles from Chicago. It was Out of the jam a few hours later.
Centennial"
12-
Scrapbook logq
E
Washington's Birthday, 1869. a
rickety shell of the mansion the
"Irathet of His Country" had loved, stood, at
Mount Vernon. It was about to undergo
dramatic restoration.
John Augustine Washington. Jr.. the in-
heritor front childless uncle Bushrod, to
whom the first President willed the property.
was a poor manager. Productiveness of the
acreage declined Steadily Maintenance was
neglected. Typically, as wen here [0. scant-
lings propped up a sagging verandah roof.
when John, Jr. dealt what remained of the
property in 1860 to a group formed by Miss
Ann Pamela Cunningham of South Carolina .
The Mount Vernon Ladles' Association of the
17nion.
The Civil War prevented both fund-raising
and reconstruction. In 1868. the Association
had no money to pay even a caretaker. Miss
Cunningham moved in. endured cold, leaky
roofs, want food. Her determined efforts
brought volunteer help. renewed interest, in
the project, and in 1869. the ravages were
practically over. I When Moil., Cunningham's
health broke down in 1872, her aim of -Such
a monument of love and patriotism as never
had been reared to man." was well toward
fulfillment at Mount Vernon
CLAKK KIN .7% AULD
Distributed Li Kang Ireeteres Synelu-st•
4 s
OTASCO 810 SOWS!
YOUR OTASCO MAN SAYS: WE CAN OUTFIT YOUR LITTLE LEAGUE TEAM,
DELUXE Longlife 31/2 HP
CULTIVATOR-TILLER
* POWER REVERSE . . . FORWARD . . NEUTRAL
* 16 UNBREAKABLE TINES
STEEL
EDGING
PSrai cl e 170
k 20', x 4
„ 
roll. For
•
Bower beds or lawns.
, re.
* ;Aluminum Edging
• 40' x4”. 4i-1-1. . _1.97
Giant
Size
CLEAN
-UP
BAGS
Pkg.
of 4
Reusable plastic bags
for trash, leaves, etc
56" long. 45•10S-7
* BRIGGS & STRATTON ENGINE
Pei-10111mm c that challciigi,
ans yomparison! Takes thc
work out of gardening. Pow-
er for ;any sok even at low
tilling speed!
LAYAWAY
YOURS NOW!
Simplicity
5-HP
ROTARY
TILLER
i2ti 1 $1 89
Pro Style mWu
Baseball Capser 
Red blue or,green color, ti-row
stitcheil bill. svisi.2.4.1o.s
Official Little
League Bats
auto- 24047
graphed. Select
ash. si uis.‘
Bebe Ruth & Pony League
lets. 4'I-I04- .4 2.88
Baseball Shoes
_Little League..
Leather uppers.
-Scuff-proof sole
Soccer Styli Shoes.
61.19S-4,t116-4. 7  66 iv
Fielder's Glove
Sole
47
e 99Pric 
Autographed pit) model. Deep
well pocket. Hinged pad.
double speed trap
Top grain leather auto-
graphed pro-model. ,0 6.33
0?vettigi
"Mickey Mantle
1st Base Mitt
Sale
Price
tienuine leather, foam pad-
ding, double-stitched grip-tile
pocket. right or left hand.
1.1.3g4.4 •
Rawlings Catcher's Mitt.
"Tim McCarvisr autograph.
41.2m- • II  91
99
SAVE ON OUR FINEST PAINT!
ONE-COAT LATEX
140USE PAINT
Use on all types of build-
ings. No primer needed
if surface is in good con-
dition. Choice of colors.
usois,on.-
ONE-COAT VINYL
WALL PAINT
Apply with roller or brush.
Dries quickly. Washable.
Wide color range. ir1.414 455
Jet Speed latex Wall Paint
Colors. is.asi 2.119
Jet Speed letita Outside
White. 10.100 -4 3  rt SAI
CAULKING COMPOUND26C 4 for
Natural white, gun grade. 13 - 994
PAINT BRUSH sal, 44
Exploded tip. 4" size. is-iass Pric•
PAINT ROLLER & TRAY 66'Easy way to paint.
COLOR TV
• Simplified Color Tuning
REG.
319.95
Extra sharp. bright' 102 al. in. picture. Automatic color
control. Rich walnut grained cabinet. Weighs only.41
lb., as-sus
• "s`-testa".-»-Wo
•
:11114•TRO•10•0110•11•11111.1 1•11•11•11111rf •
•••
OTASCO
OPEN
SUNDAYS
1 - 5 PM
C
be
tat
-
•
OILT-411111WARY 20. 1862
w Detroit, waiting for the
ce pack in Lake Michigan
a few hours later
'LE LEAGUE TEAM!
INT!
)AT
,E PO'
lAsoNo
OPEN
UNDAYS
- 5 PM
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hAL MATS FOR SALE
LCEPT1ONAL BUY. A mo-
bbed/morn frame near
L'Univeralty. Open stairway
in Honig morn, As of chalets
and storage, garage and aide
porch too. All for only $1.2,-
00000.
SUBSTANTIAL brick home on
North 8th Street, near schools
ang shopping. 4 bedrooms, lots
of eke*, large living room
.11Cet. .
fireplace and open stair-
, carp Garage attached
and let Is large. 400 feet deep.
LUXURY HOME. Beautiful in-
side and outside. 4 bedrooms,
brick, central heat and air,
large living room with formal
dining area, 2 balm, utility
room. Walled patio and attach-
ed double garage, with paved
driveway. Also large family
room. Fully carpeted and taste-
Li Call us about
this beauty.
STATELY 5-bedroom brick on
Doran Road. Large new home
of classic design. Double ga-
rage. 2 baths, den with brick
fireplace wall. Carpeted and
everything you'd want in a fine
home. We will be happy to
show you this one.
HOME AND INCOME. 2 bed-
ri on first floor, large liv-room with fireplace and
carpet, 3 rooms upstairs can be
used for income. Basement with
fireplace. Double garage, cen-
tral beat. Convenient to schools
and University.
FINE 6-ROOM brick home on
South 8th Street. Plastered
walls, deluxe carpet. Large liv
lag room with fireplace. Ano-
=fireplace in the full base-Attached garage and on
IMIe lot. This house was built
to last.
LOVELY 3-bedroom atone home
In Meadow Green Acres on
large tot. Large living room
with atone fireplace, carpet,
1% baths, pecan panelling in
kitchen and family room. Dou-
ble carport, patio and large
ved street. You must see this
rage room. City water and
one.
COUNTRY HOME on blacktop.
2-bedroom frame on Cypress
Creek Rd., %-mile from lake.
Full basement, fireplace, new
range, refrigerator and com-
pletely furnished. On 1 acre lot
The price It right too.
WELL KEPT 3-bedroom mod-
ern frame on 1 acre lot in
Ono. Wall-to-wall carpeting.
You need to see inside this
home to appreciate it. Will sell
or trade. You can't afford to
mils this one.
NICE 2-BEDROOM frame with
utility room on North 18th St.
This is a nice liveable home for
the small family. Excellent con-
dition and priced for the budg-
et minded.
CFST houses and extra lot on
Property. Two
corner. Good rental property
near town. Must be sold to-
gether. See us about this.
ANOTHER country home on 18
acres 2 miles from Murray. 4-
bedroom frame home, garage,
tarn and crib. All under good
woven wire fence. A real bar-
gain.
ILLea UNDER construction onand Drive. .3 bedroom
brick, central best and air.
Large family room, 2 ceramic
baths, utility and carport.
Large rooms and large lot. Can
choose carpet color. This is a
lot of house for the price.
UNBEI.IEVABLE value in
three-bedroom inane on No.
St., in Robertson School
ct Living room dining
, large kitchen and utility
room. Electric heat, air-condi-
(loner. You need to see this to
believe it. Call before it is to
late.
EXTRA NIDE 3-bedroom brick,
arport, utility room, nice kit-
en cabinets, built-in range.
s lovely divided bath. You
tot see this at $17.300.00.
ERGIAL Property. Nur-
ay's finest location. Check with
s for details and financial ar-
ngements.
TS. We have three large lots
n Oaks Road, near country
ub and several large lots in
aka Estates, some wooded.
choice lots in Gatesborough
les and Meadow Green Ac.
Financing may be arrang-
for all these lots.
URY Estates: Deluxe
3-bedroom brick with two
family room, utility. Cen-
1 heat and air. Price right.
ATESBO ROUGH. Exquisite.
detailed four-bedroom and
ily room, 2% baths, dining
m, kitchen with all built-in&.
ntral heat and air: All car-
ted. Let us show you this one.
E PROPERTY. Choice lots
cottages Some waterfront.
Pine Bluff Shores and Lake-
y Shores, also lots in Canton
res on Barkley Lake.
R ALL YOUR Real Estate
come by or call GUY
ANN, REAL ESTATE AG-
CY at 318 West Wain, Na-
na! Hotel. Buildir.g.. Business
•
410
Phone 753-7724, Sam
Guy Spann, 753-087; Louisa
Baker, 713.309; Onyx Ray,
71300: Gary Young, 753-810
RSAL !STATE FOR SALO
$600.00 PER MONTH income
can be had with this property.
The location is ideal, within
four blocks of downtown and
within walking distance to
M. S. U. It has three fully fur-
nished apartments plus 5 sleep-
ing rooms with kitchen facili-
ties. It is air-conditioned and
has central heat. It's located
on an extra large lot. It's ideal
for a place to live plus an in-
come to pay for it.
REDUCED FOR QUICK Sale--
This tri-level has been reduced
$2,000 and is a tremendous buy.
It has three bedrooms, two
baths, Frigidaire range, dish.
washer and diapbsal, dining
room, living room, study, and
a large den with built in bar.
It also has central .heat and
air, patio, drapes, gas grill, car-
port and outside storage room.
It's • a bargain.
WITHIN WALKING distance to
all schools is the location of this
three-bedroom brick. It also has
a den, dining room, living room
with fireplace, 1% baths, air-
conditioning, central heat, and
a full basement. Owner has
moved and is ready to sell.
BRAND NEW - This three-bed-
room brick will be ready for
occupancy soon. It has two
baths: extra large family room,
living room, huge utility room,
two-car garage and is carpeted
throughout. Also has central
heat and air.
INAS THAN $10,000.00 can buy
this neat two-bedroom house.
It has modern kitchen, living
room, bath, electric heat and
is located just five minutes
from town.
IF YOU'RE thinking about
building let us show you some
of the many building lots we
have.ePrices range from $1,800
up.
TWO-BEDROOM house near the
lake with 2 acres of land, bath,
gas heat and priced at only
$5,250.00.
SEE ROBERTS REALTY for all
of your real estate.. needs. We
always need listings and would
be glad to have your property
to sell: Real estate is our only
business. Call 753-1651 or see
us at 505 Main. F-22-C
-0#1114014"*"^tl*THE  LEDGER A TIMER MURRAY, ZENTUCIET Tift.111,8DAY-FEBRUARY 20, 1969 
RIAl. BSTAT1 FOR SAL.
SMALL RESTAURANT doing
good business in downtown Mur-
ray. Must sell on account of
health. Only $2,000.00 including
all furniture, fixtures and sup-
plies, transfer least at $65.00
per month, possession.
NICE THREE-BEDROOM frame
home, large living room, kitch.
en and dining room, utility,
good well, nice wooded lot. On
about two acres, one mile from
Murray. $17,000.00.
GALLOWAY INSURANCE and
Real Estate Agency, Phone 753-
5842, Murray, Kentucky.
F-22-C
FARMS FOR SALE - 160 acres
on highway 1814 about 2 miles
northeast of Tri City.
350 ACRES on Highway 140 be
tween Puryear and Kentucky
Lake.
333 ACRES near Millers Cha-
pel in Graves County.
490 ACRES on the Central Road
south of Mayfield.
1000 ACRES near Paris in Hen-
ry County Tenn.
WE HAVE others to choose
from.
CARL RA1DT, Phone 328-8161,
James Majors, Phone 328-8418.
MAJORS REAL ESTATE, Phone
376-2223, Wing°, Kentucky,
F-21-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick. Air
conditioner, drapes and car-
pet. Near University,' $14,500.00
Phone 753-7550 after 5:00 p. m
F-24-C
THREE-BEDROOM house with
den and 1% baths, on large lot.
Call 753-1098 after 5:00 p. m.
F-20-P
NEAR UNIVERSITY and Rob-
ertson School, 5-bedroom brick,
large lot. For information call
753-3123 F-22-C
51 ACRE FARM with complete-
ly redecorated 2-bedroom home,
with electric heat. Burley and
Dark Fired tobacco base, corn
crib, hayshed, and tobacco
barn Excellent cattle farm, with
about 34 acres of clear crop
land. 9 miles from Murray on
black top. Clean, friendly corn.
munity. Very reasonably priced
Phone 492-8380 or 753-2388 af-
ter 5:00 p. m. F-21-P
WIRVICIS OFFIIRSID "
DUNRITE ROOFING Co. Inc.
Complete new and recover
shingle roofing service. Spec-
ializing in repairs. Guaranteed
workmanship. 489.2156 Kirksey,
TIT
2 BEDROOMS:
A TASTEFULLY redecorated 2-
bedroom frame located within
1 block of the Southsicie Shop-
ping District. Situated on a
large tree-covered lot.
3 BEDROOMS:
A BETTER than average 3-bed-
room brick almost completed
in Keeneland Subdivision. Large
rooms throughout, formal din-
ing area, attached garage.
A WELL planned 3-bedroom
brick located in the Robertson
School district. Private patio.
Located on a choice corner lot.
ALSO IN the Robertson School
district, a Colonial style 3-bed-
room brick featuring an at-
tractive entry hall, extra large
living room and dining area,
well planned kitchen, lots of
closet space, carpeting, central
heat and air-conditioning, large
patio, chain link fence around
the back yard.
KEENELAND Subdivision of-
fers a 3-bedroom brick with 2
baths and a completely equip-
ped kitchen. Beautifully decor-
ated with expensive drapes in-
cluded. Central heat and air.
Back yard has chain link fence.
ABOUT 4 MILES from Murray
on a paved highway, a well
constructed 1% story, a-bed-
room brick with a formal din.
ing room. About 4 acres of land.
partly wooded. City water.
A NEW brick home near Almo
Heights. 3 bedrooms, dining
area, central heat, and carpet-
ing throughout. Ready for im-
mediate occupancy, possession
with deed.
4 BEDROOMS:
A HANDSOMELY landscaped
.4-bedroom brick. This spacious
home consists of a beautiful ex-
terior design, large kitchen, sep-
arate family room. The patio is
accessible from both the fami-
lly room and the master bed-
room. Also -contains a 2-car ga-
rage, very large utility, all kit-
chen appliances, central heat
and air-conditioning, carpeted
throughout.
SPACIOUS 4-bedroom brick
with formal dining area, fully
equipped kitchen, carpeting
throughout, central heat and
air, double garage. Located near
the new city high school site
A 4-13EDROOle1 triliv-eridaDOSt
completed. Has 2% baths, for-
mal dining area. This spacious
house is well planned, carpeted
throughout. If you need a lot
of room and privacy, you sho-
uld see this bargain priced
house.
A 4-BEDROOM brick located
North of Murray on a paved
highway with approximately 1
acre of land. Has electric heat,
utility room. Newly decorated
and priced at only $13,000.
JUST IMAGINE a 4-bedroom,
2 bath house for only $21,000.
Excellent transferable loan set
up on this brick veneer; in an
excellent neighborhood.
4-BEDROOM brick home locat-
ed just off 641 North. Has ap-
proximately 1 acre of land,
modern equipped kitchen with
separate eating area, large fam-
ily room, double carport. Check
on this price:
A 4-BEDROOM, T% dory frame
house near the MSU campus.
Kitchen has a large dining area.
Price has been reduced to $I2.-600.
FARMS:
JUST WEST of Hazel, excellent
investment opportunity. A 30
acre farm with beautiful build-
ing sites, well, excellent ter-
rain.
LARGE FARM located close to
lake; priced at less than $100
an acre. Excellent well, 72 acres
cleared. Come in and talk to us
about this.
North of Murray on 641. a 30
acre farm. An extra nice brick
home with a full basement, 2-
bedrooms, dining room, attach-
ed garage. Will trade for house
and lot in Murray.
A 60 ACRE farm near South
Pleasant Grove. 1,5 acre dark
fired tobacco bate and 18 acre
corn base, $12,800.
DUPLEXES:
ALMOST NEW duplex. Both
sides are rented, good neighbor-
hood. Excellent return on the
investment.
BUSINESS PROPERTY:
A. THRIVING, growing business
located at Stella. Owner will
sell with terms or lease. At-
tached 3-bedroom dwelling. Ex-
cellent income. Proven profit.
maker.
LOTS:
WE HAVE numerous ideally
located building lots, some are
wooded.
CALL OR SEE us today to dis-
cuss your Real Estate .needn
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
Ky. 7534342, Home phones:
Donald R Tucker 753 5020,
Bobby Grogan 7534978. W. Paul
Dailey. Jr.. 753 8702.
F-2I‘C
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BIRTHDAY COMING
SOON
and you can't think of a
thing? Select from the hun-
dreds of items at
"The Wishing Well"
In
WESTERN AUTO
F-22-C
NOT=
DISGUSTED with painting
walls? We are known ter bet-
ter quality paneling at reason-
able prices. Ken-Ten Building
Supply, 207 Maple Street, 753-
6383. F-21-C
NOTICE: We repair all makes
vacuum cleaners, toasters, mix-
ers, irons, heaters, all small
appliances. Ward & Elkins, 409
Maple. March-6-C
ANYONE HAVING information
regarding an automobile hit-
ting a black and green 1989
Buick in the White Hall parking
lot on Saturday night, February
15, during the Murray-Eastern
game is requested to call Ron
Moubray at 753-8788. F-21-C
ELECTItOLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176
-Lynnville, Ky. March-1.2C
KITCHEN LOOK old and drab?
No fuss. No mess. Just pull
your old cabinets out and have
beautiful new cabinets. Ken-
Ten Building Supply, 207 Maple
Street, 753-8583. F-21-C
JONES PEST Control Service.
Guaranteed results. Unmarked
car. Fly control, roaches, ants,
spiders and etc. Phone 489-
3022 or 40-3021. March-13-P
TIRED OF mopping floors?
ShorKen-Ten Building Supply
for all your carpet needs, 207
Maple Street, 753-6583. F-21-C
CONTACT Kent Wright at 902
Poplar for your income tax
needs. Call 753 6251 for appoint
mint. H-1TC
I WILL NOT be responsible for
any debts other than my own.
Signed C.- B. Emerson F-32-P.
FOR RENT
1987, 10' x 42' house trailer,
electric heat, $75.00 per mon-
th. Phone 7534231. F-20-C
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALO
SPECIAL! 1959 Chevrolet Bel-
Air with automatic tnanamis-
sion. Priced at only $75.00.
Parker Ford Used Car Dept.
Phone 753-5273. F-21-C
1967 FORD Fairlane 500. Two-
door hardtop with power steer-
ing, automatic transmission, 289
engine. Beautiful yellow with
black vinyl top and black in-
terior. It's a local car you'll
want to own. Parker Ford Used
Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.
F-21-C
1959 CHEVROLET 2door Im-
pala V-8, standard transmission
1956 Chevrolet 2 door 6 cylin-
der, power glide transmission.
1960 Falcon station wagon, 6
cylinder, standard transmission,
69 license. Call 753-3103 after
5:00 p. m. F-21-C
1964 RAMBLER American 220.
Economical 6 cylinder with
straight shift. A local car that's
extra nice inside and out. Park-
er Ford Used Car Dept. Phone
753-5273. F-21-C
1948 CHEVROLET pick-up
truck, deluxe cab, 6-ply tires.
Looks and runs good. Inspected
for 1969. See or call Bill Miller
753-2307. F-21-C
$67 FALCON Future 2-door
Tmcfrts coupe. Has bucket seats
and is sporty in every way.
You'll love it.. Parker Ford
Vied Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.
F-21-C
1962 BUICK Skylark. Real nice,
With bucket seats. Phone 753-
1368. F-20-C
1068 FORD XL, 2 door hard-
top. Power brakes and power
steering, with air-conditioning,
390 automatic. Red with black
vinyl top. A local one owner
tOpt's a real beaut. Parker Ford
Ubed Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.
F-21-C
1907 NIGA with extra engine
and transmission, runs perfect,
$200.00. Call 753-7140 after 5
P. Pl. F-22-C
1 CHEVROLET 8 Spates Van
d 5-1966 Ford ti:Econo-
window van Both are nice
LOST AND FOUND l.l vans, low mileage and
can be easily convertedFOUND: Puppy, black with
733-1220. ITC 
to family camper. See them
.
white feet. Has harness Phone today Parker Ford Used Car
Dept. Phone 753-52'73. F-22-C
IF YOU would like a nice quiet
place to live, you should see
this three room furnished cot-
tage. Electric heat and air-con-
ditioning. Two blocks from Uni-
versity. Couple preferred.
Shown by appointment. Phone
753-1589. F-20-C
THREE-BEDROOM house with
attached garage. Available im-
mediately, $125.00 per month.
Phone 753-5870. F-20-C
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a-
partment. Phone 753-5579 or
489-2383. F44-C
FURNISHED apartment for
couple or students. Phone 753-
8229 or 753-6012. TFC
TWO-BEDROOM furnished trail-
er, adults only. Utilities paid.
Phone 753-7233. F-22-C
1967 TEN FOOT wide 2-bed-
room mobile home. Married
couple. Private. Phone 753-4481,
Ann Rose, Route 2, Covey Drive,
Murray. F-21-C
4-BEDROOM brick house, util-
ity room, electric heat, com-
munity water. On Coles Camp-
ground Road, 100 yards off 641.
Call 753-2347 or 753-8584. F-21-C
4-BEDROOM brick house. Large
family room, modern kitchen
with seperate dining area, elec-
tric heat. On Coles Campground
Road, 50 yards off 641. Call
733-2347 or 753-8384. F-21-C
4-.BEDROOM (one panelled) two-
story brick home for rent. New
gas furnace, carport, large utili-
ty. Excellent location. 1000
Sharp Street. Available March
22. Write Bob Gaiis, 1616 S. W.
10th Street, Ft. Lauderdale;
Fla. Phone 524-5341. M-5-C
NEW TWO-BEDROOM apart-
ment, ceramic tile bath H as
drapes, air-conditioning, stove.
Call 753-7457. F-22-C
Nancy
ALL THE OTHER GIRLS HAVE
FLOATS TO RIDE ON IN THE
BEAUTY PARADE-- BUT NOT ME
•
* Your Guide
TO GOOD EATING
By Popular Demand,
Steak Night Continues
Each Saturday Night
- At -
The Holiday inn:
Kansas City Strip Steak
Onion Rings
Baked Potato
Tossed Green Salad
Hot Rolls and Butter
Reservations Accepted--
Telephone No. 753-5986
ALL FOR $ 2.25
I'LL GET
FOR SALO
CLEAN carpets with ease. Blue
Lustre makes the job a breeze.
Rent electric shsinpooer $1.
Western Auto Store. F-22-C
rr a err argBASSY Mobile
Home, "87 Model. Three-bed-
room, all-electric, birch panel-
ing throughout. Good condition.
Phone Puryear 247-3949 after
4:00 p.m. or 753-5348. TENC
CARPET colors looking dim?
Bring 'em back-give 'em vim.
Use Blue Lustre! Rent electric
shampooer $1. Tidwell's Paint
Store. ' F-22-C
CARPET a fright? Make them
a beautiful sight with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
$1. Big K. F-22-C
TWO-ROW Ford corn drill. Call
492-8729 after 5:00 p. in. F-24-C
PIANO IN STORAGE: Fine
Spinet-Console, stored locally.
Reported excellent. Responsible
person can take at big saving
on low payment balance. Write
U. I. A. C. Mgr., 431 Virgins
Joplin, Mo. F-21-P
THREE REGISTERED German
Shepherd puppies. Contact Tho-
mas Banks. Day phone 753-1613.
Night phone 753-2294. F-21-P
CUB FARMALL tractor with
mower, $750.00. Call 753-8776
after 7:00 p. m. F-25-P
ENGLISH SADDLE, gaited
bridle, English pad, also west-
ern saddle. All new. Phone 753-
5649. F-21-C
SIX PIGS, 8 weeks old. Phone
753-3665. F-22..c
_ -- --
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: , Aluminum fishing
boat with good mptor and trail-
er. Phone 753-8494, after 5:00
p. m. F-22-C
#
OFFICE MACHINES
REPAIRED.:
*Fast
* Economical
* Service
LEDGER & TIMES
OFFICE SUPPLY STORE
Telephone 753-1916
H-F-22-NC
I
HIILF WAISTED
WANTED: Curb gin or boy.
Day shift. Apply in person,
Jerry's Restaurant, So. 12th St
F-20-C
WANTED: K-N ROOTBEER
Drive-1n opening soon. Help
wanted: Car hostesses and short
order cooks. Call 753-8836 be-
tween 5:00 p. m. and 8:30 p. m.
F-20-P
WANTED: Woman that can do
house work and take care of
small children. Call 753-4996.
F-21-C
NEED A JOB? 7:00 a. m. to
5:00 p. m. daily and half-day
Saturday. Concerns automobiles.
Phone 753-4487 between 12:00
noon and 6:00 p. m. F-22-C
DOES AN AVON representat-
ive call on you? We may need
someone in your neighborhood.
No obligation, write Mrs. Evelyn
L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440,
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ken-
tucky, 42064. H-F-22-C
AUCTION SALM
AUCTION SALE Thursday, Feb-
ruary 20, 10:00 a. m. at the
Bill Simmons farm, 5% miles
east of Hazel, 2 miles southeast
of Providence on state road. In
case of bad weather, sale will
be held Saturday, March 1. Will
sell all farming equipment, hand
tools, lots of antiques. 1953
Jubilee Ford Tractor, plow,
disc, cultivator. Ford mowing
machine, new Ideal one-row
corn picker, seed sower, rotary
hoe, good rubber tire wagon,
corn drill. 1956 Chevrolet pick-
up truck, new overhall job. In
real good shape. Power saw,
hand tools, tin, electric saw,-
grinder, vise, 2-wheel trailer,
pipe wrenches, log chains, pres-
sure spray, electric box and
wires, roll of barbed wire and
20 chickens. Antiques: dog
irons, 2 side saddles, tables,
chairs, jugs, dinner bell, iron
ware, dressers, corn sheller,
trunks, rocking chairs, lamps,
radio. Lots a household items
Many other items to numerous
to mention. We are going to
short having sales through the
week, so come be with us.
Reason for selling, sold farm.
Auctioneer, Terry Shoemaker.
F-20-C
In an economical mood? Buy
your male an unsheared nutria
coat in off-white for a mere
$395. Want something more
expensive to help him keep up
with the trend to fur coats for
men? How about a trench coat
of black-dyed calfskin for $495
-or a $5,000 mink? Or a
blonde Persian lamb in an Ed-
wardian model for a mere
$1.695.
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Abbie 'N Slab
GOOD LUCK, CHARLIE (3008S. SOME
:OF MY SUPPORTERS WILL BE WAIT-
ING FOR YOU AT THE 
BOTTOM OF TNE
HILL. THEY'LL
SEE THAT YOU
GET BACK TO YOUR,
HOMELAND
SAFELY.-
AND GOOD UJCK.
TO YOU, KING
KASHMER •
ITS CHARLIE
DOalaS
WHY SHOULD HE HAVE
RUN AWAY, YOUR
MAJESTY?
by R. Van Buren
anST A CASE OF
NERVES. WHEN I
6E7 THE POOR FOOL
BAOr, I'LL SHOWER
HIM WITH GOODIES
AND MAKE HIM
FEEL AT
HOME:
Lil' Abner
•••:-...••••••••••,,, •••114,••••
• ,M4114•••41..........•_
a•ip
I'VE CHARTERED
A PLAN E, SON if
YOU'LL BE SAFELY
IN CANADA IN
AN H
SKIP IT.F.1"- (-c-RuNcHr-'iummyr!
I'm JOINING Till GREEN
BERETS!!
by Al Capp
•
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-
Good Signup
le
ys Hall
011ie C. Hall, Cbairmaa ot tie
Calloway Comity Agriculture' St-
&alliance Sad Conservation SW-
tics Comialetee relayed to Ann.
*s a aletelsist from the maw
Ambling Secretary of Agriaithe
ge concerning 1969 farm comm-
eldlty programs.
Is the message Assistant Sec-
retary Classic. D. Plamby said
good gimp in wheat, feed
Pales and cotton programs is
tItielrable. "Enough grain acre-
Age should be held out of pro-
tic: to accomplish some poli-in stocks and thus strength-
en "Ism prices," Yr. Pababy
Mid. He added the program par-
Ocipatioo "will help cotton farm-
ers to malntain their incomes."
ASCS County Chairman Hall
said that signer' in the three
programs is being held simul-
laneoely. The signet) period sods
March 21. Producers who plan
to participate in any of these
three commodity programs shou-
ld come to the county ASCS
Office to make their intentions
hnown.
Mr. Paimby, etiose duties W-
eeds supervision of both cornos-
odlts prevents and international
airs, sent the statement to
Stele and County ASC committ-
eemen bresgbout the Nation.
He sold be clasp is Admis.
lltrrellon "doss sot alter Sebes-
* problem of agricelture...tbe
Impecity to overproduce." "The
Compass, be said, "has laid
lbws basic farm policy for this
jeer by metiorising the comm-
tficity averse* program to cope
with overproduction problems."
"Regardless of future igric-
&bare policy," Mr. Palmb.) sold
the ASC coo raitteem en, • 'our
lob for now is to do the best
Te can in nos* tbese programs
vas L12 1)(1 It It • TIMES — MUILILAY,_ IINTUCRY
A RASH IN THE PANCAKE r Silvia Wiretitanley. 17, receives a
victor b ktss from Simon Knight sexton of the church in
Olney. England, after winning the annual Shrove Tuesday
pancake race against Liberal, Kan. In Liberal. Raneta Pom-
eroy comes in nearly three seconds slower over the 400-
yard course. flipping a flapjack all the way.
to keep supplies from getting
out of hand and to improve farm
income.
"To successfully operate the
programs, producers must be
able to make intelligent decis-
ions on participation. We must
continue to do a good job of ex-
plaining the provisions to pro-
ducers and see to it that each
and every one has an opportun-
ity to participate.
Mr. Palmby indicated that so-
inewhat more feed grain acre-
age Mould be diverted from pro-
bactienthat the 32.4 million acr-
br 1968. "We hope to have
preelection held at a level to
a reduction of 3 to 5
tons in feed grain stoc-
ks," be said.
"Wheat stocks also need'to
be reduced and producers this
year for the first time since
1966 have an optiortunity to ea-
rn diversion payments. To re-
duce the wheat carryover by
100 million bushels, "Mr. Pal-
imby said, "Acreage should be
Agent Qualifies
For Go-Getter Club
Glynn E. Simpson, agent in
Commonwealth Life Insurance
Company's Mayfield staff of the
Paducah agency, Us spialiiked for
the company's exclusive Go-Get-
ter Club.
This award is restricted toag-
ents who meet rigid qualification
requirements based ,on sales
performance. Agents must dis-
play individual initiative and pre-
serverance daring their initial
period of employment with the
company.
- Mr. Simpson pained Common-
wealth in December, 1968. He liv-
es on Mayfair Drive la Hayfield,
Kentucky.
about 5 percent lees than the
1969 allotment."
Pia*
Willa A CLUSHOuse An elk herd runs through the powdery ,,now Rear Antelope Creek
11111/1111.111.4‘ eigligaggik Colo., as thousands of elk and deer come down from the. 30 be-
bw mid it the upper Olevations. An estimated 1.390 elk and 1.000 deer -migrated south '
TV Pfsfile
Family Stacked
With Tradition
VILISNON SCOTT
UPI aeMeweed Cerreagiesdent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —If
television can lay claim to har-
boring a member of the landed
gentry. that individual would
be Robert Stack, a member of
an old and distinguished Cali-
fornia family.
He also is one of the stars
of "The Name of the Game."
Stack's Patrician background
is social, economic and cul-
ture]. With it all, he is a high-
professional actor with the
ability to become Just one of
the boys on the set.
He and his wife, former ac-
tress Rosemary Bowe, have
been married 13 years and they
are the parents of Charles. 10.
and Elisabeth, 12. both of
whom attend private schools.
The Stacks live in one of the
great show case homes of Bel
Air.
It is a tasteful structure of
natural stone and glass com-
bining sweeping views, modern
furniture and soft pastel col-
ors inside.
All the appointments are
tasteful and costly. Three serv-
ants are necessary to keep the
home running. In addition to
manicured gardens the Stacks
enjoy a tennis court and swim-
ming pool on the grounds.
To say that Bob and RO•a-
mary lead the good life is an
understatement
Their indoor-outdoor home
encompasses 6.000 square feet,
Including six bedrooms_
Perhaps the most interesting
room in the house is Bob's rism
In the center Is a hy-ge glens
topped table under which are
displayed by dozens of awards,
ribbon and shoulder patches
for marksmanship ,won by Bob
during the years.
Marksman
Along the walls of the den
are gun cases displaying 32
firearms, mostly shotguns,
E some of which belonged to his
grandfather — Charles Wood,
who was a trap shooting ex-
pert. Staek himself Is a cham-
pion marksman at trap and
skeet shooting He is, teaching
young Charlie the art.
Stack says there is a world
of difference between sports
shooting and hunting.
But Bob also is a hunter He
owns about 200 acres north of
Sacramento, Calif where he
shoots ducks and other semi
* birds He inherited the land
from his father who bought the
place in 1925
The acreage included an an-
cient farmhouse Bob and
Rosemary restored the house
and then decorated it with fur-
niture of the 1920s It Ls a snug
hideaway now for the entire
family
"It's nothing fancy." says
Bob, "but the old place can
sleep eight people and we fre-
quently have guests up there."
Bob spends as much time as
Possible at the old house, fre-
quently running up there for
weekends after long workdays
at Universal studios where his
NElc series is filmed.
Each one of his shows takes
11 to 13 days to film. He is up
at 6 a m in order to get to the
studio on time and rarely re-
turns home before 8 In the eve-
ning
To keep trim Bob works out
for a few minutes every morn-
ing doing chin-ups. He also
Jogs when there is time But
his schedule Is such that dur-
ing the week he hasn't time
for the poot or tennis court
The Stacks entertain fre-
quently and informally at
home. They are in great de-
REECE'S Continues
Their
AFTERVENTORY
For A Short Time Only SALE
SAYINGS w
UP TO 010
Hart-Schaffner & Marx - Style Mart - Style Craft
SUITS - SPORT COATS - SLACKS
Famous Brand
Sweaters.a.ei..hii price
and Turtlenecks
Big Reductions on Sport Shirts
and Furnishings
• 
REECE'S
510W Main
AND
the
STAG - SHOP
MUTISS • K
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lAYWAUt TKKirt Leigh G.
Barron, 5. contemplates the
Jaywalking ticket he re-
ceived • in Dettiri-r. robs
which set a Feb 17 dale to
appear in court. Leigh wits
chasing a friend, ran into
the path of a car and mid-
frred broken collarbone
and diskreated hip. A police-
man rriade the
wait while he wrote the jay-
* ivailtfng ticket.
Isdoor-Oettkor
&NS hawse
HOUSTON, TEX. (UPI) -
\early half of the homes to be
built .in I464 will be designed
(or indoor-outdoor living, a
spokesman fora national budding
materials source predicted here
at the \ ational Association of
Home Builders' show.
"This trend, which originated
in( ialifonlia, now has permeated
ever' section of the country,"
said Ft A. architectural
consultant of t:aradco Di % iss. al of
'toutAlanufacturing Co.
"Some architects call it
%inerica's inoq significant contri-
leitioo to home design. It is this
counterpart of the
Colonial anck Cape Cod
. tare of thr past.-
attributed the rise in
popularity to the fact that
in. &adding products such
as double-pane imudating 
d 
101a:rss
An .eatherproof patio
assure -complete corn fort
indoors onl% inches away from
r•‘trritie outdoor temperatures.-
Ilomeow 'ter- are learning that
marked progress has been made
in int posing the quality of patio
doors in the last few years, he
said. Todd.. sliding doors glide
casils on n%lon rollers and have
nil weatherproof features like
iloatmg vim,I head tracks'.
Japanese Like
To Travel
TOKYO (UPI) - One out of
every 100 Tokyo residents ap-
phed __foe a• passport to travel
overseas dharing 1968, an increase
of 23 percent over 1967. govern.
officials report.
The officials said most of the
increase Was caused b% Japanese
tnneling for pleasure. including
touriets who went to the Mexico
111 topics. Passport ap-
plications f: on Tokyo, a city of
II million .pulation, totaled
*1 10.615 in I.' •41
Bahamas Service
\ ASStt:. Bill S\1 1S ((PI)
Bahamas Alma's ha" added
lit ,,, i , Rock Sound and %est
I-.nd to its 'domestic. route
'network, bringing to 21/ the total
of destinations ,wriered in the
Bahamas and the Turks ,and
Skov- Islands. it was announced.
mend socially and on weekends
attend parties Owen by Holly-
wood's elite With it all Bob
Stack is a realist who feels
more at home on the ranch, as
he says. "Getting away from
the pa.steurized life all of us
lead in the cities"
7 c in a new series. This year is the cen-16 tennial of the oldest powered road
vehicle among treasured artifacts preserved
at Smithsonian Institution In Washington.
Nearby is the original Wright airplane.)
The automotive ancestor is a steam-powered
velocipede built by Sylvester H. Roper of
Roxbury, Mass. Only one older self-propelled
road vehicle is known to exist in America:
the Richard Dudgeon steam-car 14-wheel)
of 1847.
Roper also built at least one steam-car. It
was ballyhooed at New York I 25c admis-
•
THURSDAY—FEBRUARY 30. 1000
skill as -the Greatest Mechanical Exhibi-
tion in the World," in competition with the
Barnum Museum of wonders.
The year 1869 was itself the centennial ef
the earliest recorded application of mechani-
cal power to military transport. A French
engineer, Cugnot, built a steam tricycle trac-
tor in 1769 with which to tow artillery over
hard ,-tads. Coincidental with Roper's substi-
tution of steam for leg-power cycles in 1869,
the Rev. R. H. Charsley designed what he
called the velociman: a hand-driven three-
wheeler for cripples whose legs were inca-
pacitated.
This could be con-
sidered a primal an-
cestor of the "Irish
mall," which rivaled
the tricycle in popular
favor among young-
sters for a couple of
decades. Incidentally,
the word bicycle was
introduced in termin-
ology in 1869, when
the first patent was
issued to J. I. Staa-
sen on a vehicle of
that name.
('LARK KINNAIRD
14-1 Roper steam
velocipede of ISM,
as pictured In the
hook, "The Smithson-
ian Collection of Au-
tomobiles and Mater
Cycles," by S. H. Oli-
ver and D. H. Berke-
bile. It Is evident the
rider had a hot seat.
• 
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Market Report
Federal State Market News
Service, 2-20-60 Kent's:ley Pur-
chase Area Hog Market Repart
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts 1338 Head, Barrows
and Gilts Mostly 25e Higher;
Sows, Steady to rie Higher. '
US 13 190-240 lbs *19.75-20.25,
US 2-4 330-240 lbs $20.25-20.75,
Few $21.25
US 2-4 230-350 lbs $19.25-19.75;
US 3-4 250-280 lbs *18.50-19.25;
$0W$:
US 1-2 270-350 lb: 518.75-17.50,
Few $11:75:
US 1-3 300.450 lbs *15.75-18.75;
US 2-3 400-600 lbs 114.75-15.75.
India Admits
Charter Flights
\SS 1/ELIII (LP!) - India
has Ilted iii re-inctions on all
charter, ii flights the
rountr% in an effort to attriut
greater timnst traffic.
I rod this y ear. only chartered
flights from Europe were
permitted). in ,an attempt to
protect the government-owned
internal airline.
Expo In Grenada
ST- GEORGE'S, GRENADA
(UPI) - *Grenada is prepared
to play host to thousands of
visiton during the four-
week CARIFT A Expo '69 open.
on the island in the %lest Indies
on April 5. Participating in the
fair, theme of which is "Show)
case of Caribbean Progress,- are
members of the Caribbean Area
Free Trade Association --Jamaica
Trinidad, Barbados, Guyana.
iintigua, Dominica. Siontserrat,
St, Kitts, St. Lucia. 1st. Vincent
and Grenada. Other countries
are being invited to participate
in the exhibition.
New York - Hawaii Nonstop
\EU 'I (IRK (('PI) - I nited
sir' Lines plans to inaugurate
dsil nonstop Jet service between
\ew York and Hawaii on larch
5. it was announced. The new
service will cut almost two hours
off the present fl%ing time. UAI
also plans to start nonstop
service to Honolulu from Chicago
and San Diego on !Starch 5.
Music Man Hired
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Pro-
ducer Howard Koch has hired
Neal Fief ti to arrange and con-
duct the Alan Jay Lerner-Bur-
ton Lane score for Paramount's
"On A Clear Day You Can Bee
Forever,"
S. 
SPECIAL!!
SWEATERS any
SKIRTS
SLACKS 3TROUSERS
$1.29
Pleats - 40e Extra
FOUR SEASONS
CLEANERS
Across from Post Offle•
•
•
we call it our.
portable penthouse
Ambassador for 1969
Thcre's a lot of similarity between the smart new
Ambassador and a posh uptown penthouse. You'll
know why the minute you see the neatly squared off
grill, rich straight-line side styling, handsome alterior
woodgrain trim. You'll think it's as comfortable as a
penthou0 too, when you settle bark into Ambassador's
reclining sofa seats made with Comfortable Cod springs.
For added corrffort. Ambassador rests on a new long,
long 122 inch wheelbase. It even feels like a penthouse
with standard air conditioning-Big enough to cool a
• good-sized room. Happily, the new Ambassador doesnot cost like a penthouse.
STOP IN SOON FOR PENTHOUSE TREATMENT ... WHERE EVERYTHING'S
GOING FOR YOU.
RAMBLER DEALER Cain & 
Treas MOTOR SALES
INC
1/4 Mile from Universityon Mayfield Rd.
—  _ 75 3-644R
. .
...••••••.:••••••_.
•
•
